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Report writing findings and conclusions

September 13, 2019 Goal (1) This transmits revision of IRM 4.10.8, examination of revenue writing reports. Significant changes (1) Significant changes to this IRM tool are listed in the following table. The impact on other IRM 4.10.8 documents of April 5, 2017 is determined based on the basis. This IRM includes applicable content from the
NHQ-01-1115-0001 Interim Guidance Memorandum, a review of the fax usage policy in taxpayer submissions, dated November 19, 2015. Small Business/Self-Interested Audience (SB/SE) Exam Field, Specialty Expertise, Big Business &amp; International (LB&amp;I) and Tax-Exempt/Government Agencies (TEGE) Examiners. Visit Date
(09-13-2019) Maha H. Williams Director, Expertise Field and Campus Policy Small Business/Self-Employed Division SE:S:E:HQ:EFCP Purpose. This IRM section provides recommendations for preparing audit reports. In addition to basic reporting procedures, this IRM provides detailed information on how to prepare corrected reports and
discusses issues that require special reports and forms. It also provides instructions for some requirements to close the case. Audience. These procedures apply to examiners at SB/SE Examin-Field, Special Review, LB&I and TE/GE. Owner of the policy. Director, expertise – field and campus policy, which is under the guidance of the
director, staff of expertise. Owner of the program. Field Review of General Processes (FEGP), which is under the direction of the director, expertise – field and campus policy. Contact information. To recommend changes or to make any other suggestions related to this section of IRM, see <a0><a1> Change or make any other
suggestions related to this section of IRM </a1><a2></a2></a0> . This IRM provides recommendations for writing a report that examiners should understand and apply when performing their duties. By law, the Service has the authority to conduct examinations in accordance with the 26th name, the Code of Internal Revenues, subtitle F –
Procedure and Administration, Chapter 78, Discovery of Liability and Enforcement of Property Rights, Sub-Slater A, Examination and Inspection, which includes, but is not limited to, the following sections of the IRC: IRC 7602, Examination of books and witnesses of IRC 7605, Time and place of examination of the Examination Body
Procedure are contained in 26 CFR 601.105, Statement of procedural regulations . Director, Headquarters Expertise, is the executive responsible for providing policies and guidance for SB/SE employees Expertise and ensuring consistent application of policies, procedures and tax law to carry out tax administration while protecting
taxpayers' rights. See 1.1.16.3.5 for more information. Director, expertise - field and campus policies, reports to the director, headquarters of expertise, and is responsible for delivering policies and guidance affecting field and campus examination processes. For more information, see <a0><a1>< general field survey processes (PEGP),
which is under the Expertise – Field and Campus Policy is the group responsible for providing field workers with policy and procedural guidance on standard examination processes. For more information, see <a0><a1>< Examiners are responsible for complying with the Taxpayer Rights Bill, including the taxpayer's right to be briefed on
IRS decisions about their tax bills. Examiners should provide taxpayers with clear explanations of the results by issuing reports on examinations and letters that determine the amounts (if any) of tax payment, interest, additional amounts, additions to tax and valuation penalties. Examiners and their managers should carefully review the
reporting writing procedures and information contained in this IRM, as well as other resources such as those listed in IRM 4.10.8.1.7, Related Resources below. The reports come from a variety of sources, including the AIMS, AIMS - Centralized Information System (A-CIS)) and the Examination Return Control System (ERCS) database.
These reports provide headquarters and field expertise with timely and reliable information. There are various reports designed to meet the needs of a group or function. Additional information can be found in IRM 4.4.27, Reports; IRM 4.7.6, Reports; and IRM 1.4.40.5, Monitoring Reports Overview. Periodic reviews of programs are
conducted with: Evaluate the effectiveness of specific programs within the framework of expertise or throughout the organization, Determine whether the procedures are followed, check policies and procedures, and identify and share best/proven practices. The following table lists the terms used in this IRM tool and their definitions. The
following table lists the abbreviations used in this IRM tool and their definitions. Below are the main sources of procedures and recommendations that examiners will use to write the report: IRM 4.10.1, IRM Examiner 4.10.6 Review, IRM Penalty Considerations 4.10.7, Resolving IRM 4.10.9, Working System and Compiling IRM Case Files
4.10.10, Standard Paragraphs and Explanations adjustments for IRM 4.13.4, Office Area (AO) IRM Expertise 4.23.10, Report Writing Guidance for Employment Tax Expertise IRM 4.23.22, Inconsistent employment tax procedures IRM 4.24.20, Excise tax report Give guidance to IRM 4.25.6, Report Writing guidance for real estate and gift
tax expertise IRM 4.27.2, bankruptcy, IRM duties examiner 4.31.2, TEFRA expertise - Field IRM Procedure Office 4.31.5, Investor-Level Charter Control Examinations (ILSC) - IRM Field Office Procedures 4.36, IRM Committee Joint Procedures 4.46.6, Working Guides and Reports Resources IRM 20.1 , IRM Penalty Guide 20.2 , Useful
information about interests can be found on the following websites for: Writing a report in S Corporations in on of CSG in CPC on Ex Parte Communications on Disclosures in joint committee on claims, abattoys and audit reviews under penalties . Examiners are responsible for the proper preparation and issuance of audit reports. The
following sections provide an overview of audit reports, discuss the preparation and issuance of reports, and provide recommendations on issues that examiners should consider after reports are released. Audit reports serve several important purposes. Thus, examiners must take all necessary measures to ensure the accuracy of the
report. Audit reports: Protect the Taxpayer's Right to Be Informed. Audit reports should contain all the information necessary to provide a clear understanding of adjustments and determine the amounts (if any) of tax payment, interest, additions to tax and valuation penalties. Serve as the basis for evaluating and collecting actions. Reports
(unlike workpapers) are legally binding documents. Give notice of tax liability in order to suspend interest. IRC 6404(g) provides for a suspension of interest when the Service does not provide timely and adequate notification of tax liability. For example, form 4549 is a sufficient message if it contains an explanation of each customization
item. 301.6404–4(a)(7)(i). See IRM 4.10.8.15.13, which discusses message requirements for IRC 6404(g). The type of audit report the examiner prepares depends on the outcome of the exam. Наприклад, звіти готуються для таких типів випадків: Без змін і без відповідальності (IRM 4.10.8.3) Регулярна узгоджена (IRM 4.10.8.4) За
винятком узгоджених (IRM 4.10.8.8.) 5) Частково погоджено (IRM 4.10.8.6 Unagreed (IRM 4.10.8.12 та IRM 4.10.8.13) Цей розділ містить загальні вказівки з підготовки звіту про прибуток. Інші розділи цього засобу IRM містять конкретні рекомендації щодо звітів для кожного типу інциденту (наприклад, без змін, погоджених



тощо). Форма 4549, є основною формою звіту для більшості індивідуальних і корпоративних випадків податку на прибуток. Форма 4549 має місце для платника податків(ів) для підписання та включає згоду на оцінку та мову збору. Інструкції з підготовки форми 4549 наведено в статті IRM 4.10.8.4.1. Форма 4549-А, Звіт
про зміни в експертизі податку на прибуток (узгоджені та за винятком погоджених) , has no place for signing by the taxpayer and is suitable unchanged, not agreed, except for agreed, fully permitted claims for refunds and cases If Form 4549-A is issued in a case agreed or partially agreed upon, examiners typically prepare and
provide Form 870, waiver of restrictions Assessing and charging the deficit in tax and making a revaluation to the taxpayer to obtain consent for an assessment. Reporting software (CSG) is required to generate all income tax expertise reports (excluding LB&amp;I agents using BNA software) and to enter all the data required for the
Operational Automation Expertise (EOAD) database. EOAD is designed to track the adjustment of expertise by release and related cause. This data helps identify specific areas of noncompliance based on exam reports. See IRM 4.10.16, Database Operational Automation Expertise (EOAD). Procedures for using CSG in writing of the
report can be found in the CSG user manuals, training materials and IRM 4.10.15, report-making software (CSG). For more information about using CSG, see <a0><a1> Using CSG </a1 The examiner should discuss the progress of the examination and potential problems with the taxpayer and/or representative at frequent intervals
throughout the exam. See IRM 4.10.7.5, Offering taxpayer and/or representative adjustments, for guidance on the time and manner of issuing reports in both office and field exams. When possible, examiners should discuss an audit report with the taxpayer and/or representative face-to-face, compared to the report's newsletter. When the
report is sent by mail, the examiner must prepare and issue a letter to transmit the report and notify the taxpayer of the exam process and their rights (e.g. Letter 4121, Letter 915, Letter 950, Letter 5153, etc.). For additional instructions on drafting and issuing letters, see IRM 4.10.8.2.3.1. Typically, for deficit cases, TCOs issue Letter 915
with the first report (in person or by mail). For a joint return, follow IRM 4.10.1.2.2.1 separate notice requirements to determine if the report must be issued separately. As a rule, a qualified representative is authorized to receive any notice or other written notice required or permitted to provide the taxpayer with a question concerning the
taxpayer, as directed to Form 2848, the power of attorney and declaration of the representative, or Form 8821, the Authorization of Tax Information. Before issuing an audit report, the examiner must investigate a centralized authorization file (CAF) on IDRS to ensure that the taxpayer has not submitted a new Form 2848 or Form 8821
through channels other than the examiner. For more information about how to send correspondence when a POA is involved, see <a0><a1> Send correspondence when a POA is involved </a1><a2></a2></a0> . See IRM 4.10.1.3.3, Written notice to a representative of the taxpayer, for guidance, including preparation and issuance of
Letter of 937, Transfer letter to the power of attorney. Letters are sent to taxpayers (and their authorized representatives) to transmit reports, explain the available rights to appeal and inform the taxpayer about the status of the exam. Examiners should follow instructions at IRM Writing Writing in the preparation of letters. Employee contact
information must be included in all correspondence sent to taxpayers. Contact IRM 4.10.1.2.2.2 for employee contact information for guidance. Examiners prepare most letters that are issued from a group or CPC; date and signature depend on the type of letter. For example, examiners prepare, but do not sign or sign, letters sent by the
group leader, and final letters sent by the CPC on behalf of the relevant Director (based on their operating unit). The letter type (e.g. initial contact, 30-day, close, etc.) and the required signature (e.g. examiner, team leader, area director, etc.) determine how the signature block is completed. For example: Letter 692, Request for
consideration of additional conclusions signed by the examiner, so the signature block ends with the name, name and signature of the examiner. The 30-day letters discussed in IRM 4.10.8.12.1 must be signed by the group manager on the delegate order of SBSE 4.55, the authority to sign thirty-day letters. Therefore, the signature block
on the 30-day mail must contain the name of the team leader, title, and signature. The Office of Expertise letter of 1912, the subsequent letter of transfer examination reports, is not a 30-day letter. It is signed by the examiner, and the signature block ends with the name, name and signature of the examiner. Final letters are mailed to the
CPC or TS and indicate that the examination was closed after the adoption of the area director (or comparable level of management). For example, letter 590, unchanged the final letter and letter 987, agreed income tax changes, notify the taxpayer the report has been reviewed and accepted. Thus, the signature block ends with the name
and title of regional director (or comparable level of management) and the signature of the group leader on behalf of the director of the region (or comparable level of management). Typically, letters issued at the group level can be digitally signed provided that the procedures in IRM 4.10.1.4.4, digital signatures are respected. Letters,
letterheads and other digitally signed documents issued to the taxpayer and/or representative must contain a graphical image of the signer's signature ink signature. For information about how to notice Form 3198, Special Notice of Case Processing for Review, to provide the CPC with instructions on sending closed letters, see <a0><a1>
Send closed emails </a1><a2></a2></a0> . To close the letters, examiners must prepare the envelope to the taxpayer and, if possible, to the POA. Envelopes must contain the return address of the examiner and must be included in the case file with the appropriate letters. If mail is returned as unable to deliver after the case is closed,
follow the procedures in IRM 4.4.7.4 that cannot deliver mail. Publications sent to the taxpayer must always agree with the enclosures listed in the letter to avoid confusion. Publications IRS.gov should not be sent to a representative of the taxpayer or assigned. IRM 4.10.1.3.3, Written notice to the taxpayer representative for more
information. Section 3504 of P.L. 106-206 (RVA '98) requires the Service to include an explanation of the examination and collection process, as well as information about the assistance of the taxpayer's attorney with any first letter of the proposed deficit, allowing the taxpayer the possibility of an administrative review in the IRS Appellate
Office. Pub 3498, Examination Process, is used for this purpose. The following procedures: Pub 3498 must be provided with the first exam report provided to the taxpayer and with all 30-day letters. Pub 3498 is not required to be re-provided to the same taxpayer with reports for the same tax periods issued after the first report (i.e.
corrected and additional reports) unless issued with a 30-day letter. Pub 3498 is not included in the change reports, except for no changes with adjustment reports when adjustments affect other tax years. This section provides general instructions on how to sooth payment, obtain audit reports, and close cases within the timeframe based
on taxpayers' responses to the reports issued. Examiners must comply with IRM 4.20.3, Payment Extortion, which provides guidelines for using a tiered interview approach to soothe payment, ensure that initial information is collected, co-ordinated with collection and processing of payments received in cases of shortages. When the
taxpayer has applied or is preparing to file for bankruptcy, examiners should contact IRM 4.27.2, Bankruptcy, The Examiner's Duties, for guidance on soliciting payment. Taxpayers can pay the deficit immediately when receiving an audit report. Employees of the examination prepare form 3244-A, pay placement voucher - examination, and
pass the form together with the payment as specified in IRM 4.4.24.2, Form 3244-A. Attach a copy of the completed form 3244-A to face the tax return. Instead of paying tax, taxpayers can submit a deposit 6603. For a detailed explanation of the enactment of IRC 6603 and its impact on interest, see See IRM 4.4.24, AIMS Procedures and
Processing Instructions, Payments and Money Transfers, for information and instructions on payments and money transfers, including form preparation 3244-A. For payments of $100,000 or more follow IRM 4.4.24.8, Payments of $100,000 or more to ensure timely processing. Reports and waivers are considered fulfilled when signed by
the taxpayer. Completed forms must display the date received by the IRS. A signed agreement or waiver stops the performance of interest 30 days from the date of receipt, if the assessment and notification of payment are not made within a 30-day period. For more information and examples, see IRM 20.2.7.9, IRC 6601(c), Suspending
interests regarding deficiencies. Examiners must give stamp the date of receipt of contracts and waivers, with the following Agreements and waivers obtained by the IRS EEFax (against the traditional facsimile) do not require an additional date mark if the printed agreement or waiver contains a generated date stamp that is legible and
correct. The IRS may accept consent to an additional tax assessment (such as Form 4549 or Form 870) and taxpayer closing agreements related to any amount of tax faxed. For agreements received by fax, examiners must: Document Form 9984, Review of the officer's activity record, including contact with the taxpayer, date of contact,
and that the taxpayer consents to the assessment of additional tax by fax. Document the origin of the contract obtained by EEFax by storing an electronic or medical copy of the incoming email in the case files. Make sure that item 416 on form 5344 of the exam completion record contains 1 if you receive a fax agreement. To process both
reconciled, reports and waivers for joint return require a signature as spouse (or authorized powers of attorney (if possible) if the deficit is not paid in full, as discussed in the next paragraph. When full payment is not received and only one of the spouses signs the report or refuses, inconsistent procedures apply to not signing spouses. In
addition, the couple's consenting account must be assessed using the MFT 31 procedure. See IRM 4.10.8.12.3. Examiners can treat the case as agreed without a formalized form of contract if a full payment is received in response to the proposed deficit (tax and penalty) and is not defined as deposit 6603, and there is no evidence that
the taxpayer intends to protest. See IRM 4.4.12.5.18.3, Payment in Lieu, to complete Form 5344 when paying is accepted instead of the signed agreement. You use Order Id 08 and the settlement date is not entered; the suspension of interest described in paragraph (1) above does not apply to payments instead of transactions. As a rule,
cases must be closed from the group within the following terms: 10 days to close cases for agreed or unchanged examinations – from the first date of receipt of the report or non-receipt of the status of change to the taxpayer, 20 days for closing cases for inconsistent examinations – from the date of receipt of the 30-day letter by default or
request for an appeal conference comes from the taxpayer. , 4 days to close cases for the agreed high dollar unpaid deficit or revaluation of cases - see IRM 4.4.18, Big Dollar Cases, for more information. This section contains procedures for closing a case where the examination does not result in adjustments, or there are adjustments
that do not result in additional liability. ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ . Upon completion of the field or office exam,
resulted in no adjustments (Recycling Code 02), examiner examiner and provide the corresponding letter without changes to the taxpayer (taxpayer) and, if necessary, to the representative of the taxpayer. The following letters are unchanged advising the taxpayer that is proposed unchanged, but the definition is subject to review: Letter
3401, No-Change report transmitter letter or letter 3401-S, pass-through letter entity unchanged (non-TEFRA) Letter 3401-S is used to transmit a report on no changes to non-TEFRA partnerships, feeds, S corporations, and interest charges to domestic international sales corporations when there is no change to any item on entity return
(order code 01 or 02). Additional guidance on reporting and letters to be issued by the examiner, TEFRA coordinator and/or TEFRA campus function (777). IRM also provides direction for filling out Form 3198, Special Notice of Case Handling for Examination, in TEFRA examinations. The examiner must, according to the conclusion of the
examination, create a report unchanged using CSG and provide it to the taxpayer and, if necessary, a representative of the taxpayer. The Other Information or Report Notes section should include a No-Change statement to be approved by the area director, area manager, or field operations director. The examiner must prepare an
undated Letter 590, Final Letter unchanged (or letter 992, No-Change, for Form 1120-S, U.S. Income Tax Return for Corporation S, Form 1065, return of U.S. affiliate income or Form 5500, annual profitability/employee benefit plan report), have it signed by the group leader and place it in case files when the case is closed from the group.
Letter 590 (or Letter 992) is issued by the CPC and informs the taxpayer the report has been reviewed and accepted. On form 3198, check the blocks for No-Change Letters and Sheet 590 or Letter 992 under letter instructions for PDA. Reopening procedures are not applied if further changes are required before issuing letter 590 or letter
992. An unchanged report may be acceptable documentation for repetitive auditing instead of letter 590 (or letter 992) if the transaction code in the transcript confirms the taxpayer's report of no changes. The examiner must investigate IDRS using the IMFOLZ or BMFOLZ command code, which will reflect the results of the last two audits.
This command code will show No-Change Issue Codes , also known as IMF Release Codes, recycling codes and any amount of deficit. No-Change issue codes can be found at the link in form 5344 - paragraph 41, No-Change/IMF release article codes on the mySB/SE website. In cases where the examination leads to adjustments, but
the tax liability for the year is not changed, the lack of impact on any other tax years is still important to notify the taxpayer of the adjustment, so that the taxpayer treats the issues (s) appropriately when filing next year is returned. To adjust or have items affecting the previous or subsequent tax year, follow the appropriate procedures in
IRM 4.10.8.3.3. Once the field or office expertise has been completed, resulting in unchanged adjustments (Order Code 01), and there is no impact on other tax years, the examiner will prepare and provide letter 3402-A, Change/No Change Report Transmittal - Adjustments do not affect other tax years, the taxpayer and, if possible, the
taxpayer representative. Letter 3402-A advises the taxpayer that is proposed unchanged with adjustments but subject to consideration. It is not necessary to consolidate the taxpayer's contract, since there is no tax liability. No changes to adjustment report procedures apply to partnership or S Corporation expertise. The examiner must,
according to the conclusion of the examination, create an agreed report using CSG and provide it to the taxpayer and, if necessary, a representative of the taxpayer. The examiner must prepare an undated letter 1156, Change, No-Change Final Letter, have it signed by the group leader, and place it in the case files when the case is closed
from the group. Letter 1156 is issued by the CPC and informs the taxpayer the report has been reviewed and accepted. In form 3198, check the blocks for No-Change Sheets and Sheet 1156 under Letter instructions for PDA. Reopening procedures do not apply if further changes are required before issuing Letter 1156. If expertise leads
to adjustments that do not change the taxpayer's liability for the year but affect other tax years filed or unfulfilled, the expertise must be expanded to include other tax years. If extending the exam to other tax years affected leads to a tax liability, follow the procedures in IRM 4.10.8.3.4. If the expertise is extended to other tax year(s), there
is no tax liability in any other tax year(s), and the taxpayer agrees to the adjustment, the examiner must: Prepare and provide letter 3402, Change/No Change report Transfer - Adjusting the impact of other tax years, taxpayer (s) and, if applicable to the taxpayer representative. Letter 3402 advises the taxpayer to be offered unchanged with
adjustments but subject to review. To create an agreed report using CSG and provide it to the taxpayer and, if necessary, to the taxpayer's representative, according to the conclusion of the examination. The examiner must secure the taxpayer's signature as there are adjustments to declarations and they affect other tax years. Close the
ccp case by using the recycling code 01. The examiner must prepare an undated letter 1156, have it signed by the group leader, and post in case files when the case is closed from the group. Letter 1156 is issued by the CPC and reports the taxpayer's report was reviewed and accepted. Prepare Form 5346, an expertise information
report, and submit planning and special applications (PSP) if expertise leads to adjustments that affect other tax years that have yet to be filed. For information about preparing a form, see <a0><a1> Prepare a form If the unchanged adjustment examination affects other tax years, there is no deficit and the taxpayer does not agree to the
adjustment, they may be offered the opportunity to appeal. As a rule, cases handled by the Appeals provide for a controversial tax liability. However, the Appeals will look at cases that have no immediate tax consequence but may affect the tax liability of the year(s) that have not been reviewed. See IRM 8.1.1.3.2, there are no immediate
tax consequences of cases. If the taxpayer requests an appeal conference, the examiner must follow the 30-day letter procedures in IRM 4.10.8.12 (SB/SE Examiners) or IRM 4.10.8.13 (LB&I Examiners). Adjustments made to NOL carryforward or timing issues such as depreciation. When many years of expertise leads to both changes
and a year unchanged, the examiner must prepare a separate report for the year unchanged, depending on the type unchanged, i.e. without adjustments affecting other tax years, etc. See IRM 4.10.8.3.1 through IRM 4.10.8.3.3. Review the IRM 4.10.8.7 procedures for closing cases that contain at least one agreed/unchanged year and
one non-agreed year. The following letters form are issued as not changing message letters: Letter 590 - Final closing letter without changing cases without adjustments; Letter 992 – Final closing letter for non-TEFRA flow through entities; Letter 1156 - Final closing letter unchanged with adjustment cases; Letter 3401 – No adjustments
affecting taxpayer liability or other tax periods; Letter 3401-S - No adjustments affecting taxpayer liability or other tax periods (non-TEFRA Flow Through Entities); Letter 3402 – Adjustments affecting taxpayer liability of other tax periods; Letter 3402-A – Adjustments that do not affect the taxpayer's liability of other tax periods. In cases of
TEFRA partnership, such form letters are issued as letters notifying you of no changes: Letter 1864 – no more than 45 days have passed since the date in letter 1787; Letter 2064 –More than 45 days have passed since the beginning of administrative proceedings for partnership; or Sheet 2621 - No adjustments. For unfiltered cases
closed without an exam report, the following form letters are issued as non-change notice letters: Letter 2769 - Delinquent return accepted as filed, and the unfiltered had no reasonable reason for indigestion; or letter 2778 - Return delinquent accepted as filed, and no penalty is claimed. For cases unchanged, CSOs will fill in the problem
codes unchanged in the 5344 on issues created and not changed. Enter Enter code according to the corresponding line of form 5344 as: 01 - No-Change with Adjustments 02 - Regular No-Change 07 - Contested War Zone (CZ) - is an area designated in the executive order of the President of the United States. Certain taxpayers in the
war zone are given tax relief and special processing is required. As a rule, as soon as it is determined that the examination is carried out on the taxpayer in the war zone, the case should be unchanged. Information about the war zone can be found in different places of the VMR, as well as the publication of 3, the Tax Guide of the Armed
Forces. Examiners can contact IRM 25.6.1.10.2.9.6, War Zones and ExhibitionS IRM 4.4.1–3, War Zone, for more information. When it is well-known or obvious that the taxpayer is in a war zone, the incisive indications are acceptable to indicate that the taxpayer is entitled to a special tax treatment of the war zone. When it is not
universally known or obvious that the taxpayer is the personnel of the war zone, the written justification, for example, a copy of military or civilian orders or an application issued by the Department of Defense (DOD), indicating the fulfillment of the qualification of the war zone. A signed application secured by a taxpayer or contact, such as
a spouse or lawyer, may be acceptable as a justification when a copy of military or civilian orders or a DOD statement is not readily available. In addition, the IRS may have previously identified the taxpayer as war zone personnel by introducing a C freeze on the master file. For more information about identifying a master file, see <a0>
<a1> Identify a master file </a1><a2></a According to IRC 7508 field examiners are instructed not to conduct any examinations on taxpayers deployed in the war zone. In addition, current examinations involving any person identified as war zone personnel must be closed immediately if the criteria for compelling reasons (discussed below)
are not determined for existence. Cases that have not been initiated must be interviewed using The Recycling Code 31 - a pre-appointment survey. Open cases where books and records have not been reviewed should be surveyed using The Recycling Code 32 - survey after appointment. It is necessary to send the taxpayer a letter of
withdrawal of the letter-record on appointment/scheduled examination. Attach a copy of the letter to your tax return. The following verbiage would be appropriate: The internal income code of section 7508 requires us to suspend all actions on your exam. Your examination has been terminated for the tax year _____. When the workbooks
and records have been examined, close the case as unchanged using Disposal Code 02 unless you entered it in state code 90. Cases should be closed as uns changing, even if a signed report is received. Include the relevant documentation of the working documentation for the use of the requirements of the war zone. If a 30-day letter is
issued/signed, inform the payer of the that the report is being removed. Close the case by using unchanged procedures. Include Include Include working documentation for the use of the requirements of the IRC 7508 combat zone. For cases where a deficit notice has been issued, an additional report must be prepared to reduce the deficit
to zero and not modify the report issued to the taxpayer. Scattering procedures should not be used because it requires taxpayer consent. If compelling reasons for continuing expertise exist (discussed below), the notice must be suspended with the approval of the area director or its projector. Examiners can use the following criteria to
determine when to postpone the exam instead of applying the survey policy, or unchanged, in an examination involving combat zone personnel. This authority should not delegate below the territory manager level. A compelling reason exists to continue the examination when there is one of the following reasons: There is evidence of
fraud, improperness, conspiracy, concealment or misrepresentation of the fact; No changes/surveys of the war zone case will lead to serious criticism of the Administration of the Tax Legislation Service; The absence of changes/examination of the war zone case will set a precedent that seriously hinders further attempts by the Service to
take corrective measures; Tax defined or determinized leads to overpayment to the taxpayer in such a situation - to issue a refund immediately. When there are compelling reasons, send a letter to the taxpayer informing that the examination action will be suspended until they are returned from the war zone. Let the taxpayer know that the
term for the Service to assess the tax will be extended. Also, let the taxpayer know that his/her deadline for taking certain actions with the Service will also be extended (for example, filing any return on income, property or gift tax; paying any income tax, property or gift; filing a claim for credit or returning any tax). As a rule, periods are
extended for 180 days after the last day of the taxpayer in the war zone/qualified danger zone of duty (or on the last day when he has a qualification service outside the combat zone/qualified zone of dangerous duty). In addition to 180 days, the term is extended by the number of days remaining in any period to take action when the
taxpayer entered the war zone/skilled area of dangerous duty; for example, the period for submitting an individual income tax return, which usually lasts from January 1 to April 15. 76-425, 1976-2 C.B. 447. You can refer to the tax guide Publication 3 of the Armed Forces of Ukraine for more information. For internal guidance, see <a0>
<a1></a Demand that the taxpayer not be not informed by the IRS when they return from combat duty. These cases should be suspended using the AIMS 38 status code. Contact IRM 4.8.2.11 for Suspense cases for busy procedures. This section contains instructions for preparing reports, taxpayer agrees with the proposed examiner's
responsibility. Some cases except procedures set forth in this section. See IRM 4.10.8.5.1. A regular agreed report is designed to cover a three-year period and should include an adequate explanation (such as standard paragraphs or leading sheets, as discussed in IRM 4.10.8.12.4) to support the proposed adjustments. Typically, regular
agreed forms of the report require a taxpayer's signature and include a statement that the report is subject to acceptance by the director of the area (or a comparable level of management). Be very careful in making waivers where taxpayers have added writing other than their signatures. If possible, a new waiver should only be obtained
with the taxpayer's signature. If this is not possible, all facts will be obtained to determine the intention of the taxpayer. Conditional statements invalidate the waiver. Field Expertise:Letter 4121, an agreed examination report of the transfer, could be used to send taxpayers a report when they pointed the agreement to all adjustments. The
response date added to Letter 4121 is determined by the examiner based on the facts and circumstances of the case. When the taxpayer does not respond to letter 4121 within the requested timeframe, the examiner must monitor the taxpayer to determine if no agreed case procedures should be started. Office Expertise: If there are 240
or more days left for the statute of limitations, typically Letter 915, the examination report transfer, is used to release agreed and non-agreed reports. Update the ERCS action code to 04 for further action in 15 calendar days. If the taxpayer does not respond within 15 days, the examiner will prepare and issue a letter to 1912, follow-up
letter of transfer of examination reports and update the ERCS 07 action code for further action in 15 calendar days. If there are less than 240 days left for the statute of limitations, follow the procedures in IRM 4.10.8.12.1(4). The authority to sign and issue 30-day letters (e.g. Letter 915) is delegated to group leaders. See Delegation Order
SBSE 4.55, authority to sign thirty day letters. Form 4549 is the main form of the report for regular agreed individual and corporate affairs. The instructions for preparing Form 4549 are as follows: Sections of the form that have not been discussed are clear. Name and address — enter the correct name and address of the taxpayer. When it
comes to the deceased taxpayer, please make sure you enter the name correctly (see IRM 4.10.8.20.1). Tax IDENTIFICATION number — use the Social Security Number (SSN) if the individual also has an employer identification number (EIN). During the shared return, check the master file to determine which SSN was used as the
primary number for the years discussed. The person with whom the changes in expertise were discussed — enter the name of the person with whom the changes were discussed. If the power of attorney or corporate position, also enter ownership. Tax period — enter the taxable year for which the column applies. For financial and 52-53-
week year show the year ending (mm/dd/yyyyy). Within a short period, show the start and end date. Income adjustment — adjustment of the list. Place a parentheses around the dollar amount if the adjustment is in favor of the taxpayer. If more than sixteen adjustments are written, see page __ in line 1(s) and use form 4549-B, report
changes in the income tax review, for listing adjustments. Taxable income for profit or as previously adjusted — enter the final figure calculated by the taxpayer for the last processed return or calculated in the report of the previous processed examiner, if possible. If a mathematical error is detected during processing and corrected on
campus, then a corrected figure should be entered here. Strikethrate or add words as needed to determine the shape you're using. Fixed tax liability — determine how tax is calculated (tax table, tax rates schedule, etc.), status of taxpayer submission (full for individual income only) and tax amount. If an additional tax such as parental
elections to report a child's interest and dividends, the tax on the accumulation of distribution of trusts, the tax on one-time distributions, the maximum tax, etc., is applied, point to this line and attach a graph showing the calculation of the corrected tax figure. Similarly, if an alternative minimum tax (AMT) is applied, attach a graph that
shows the AMT calculation. Don't include credits such as earned income or withholding tax and excess FICA credits. Other taxes include reclamate taxes, self-employment tax, etc. Attach the appropriate shapes with a detailed description of the calculations. Does not include an alternative minimum tax on this line. Total tax shown on
income or as previously adjusted - include income tax plus any additional tax assessed/abates, as shown in the transcript. Adjustment — Any changes to special fuel or prepayment credits must be reflected on this line. Calculation of any changes must be added to the agreed report. Penalties — IRC 6751(a) requires that penalties be
determined by the name of the penalty, the IRC section under which the penalty is imposed, and include calculating each penalty on each notice (report) on the imposition of penalties. Standard explanations contained in CSG should be used by all examiners. See IRM 4.10.10-1, Standard Explanation Index and IRM 4.10.10-2, Standard
Explanations, for a list of standard explanations. If the penalty cannot be calculated at this time, place the asterisk in the row amount field and describe the calculation process under Other Form Information 4549. IRC 6751(b) requires management approval to assess most penalties. 20.1.5.2.3, Supervisory approval of penalties - IRC 6751
Procedural requirements. Interest — IRC 7522 states that the message (including the first proposed deficit, allowing the taxpayer to be able to administratively review the IRS appeals and statutory notices of deficiencies) should describe the grounds for and identify the amounts (if any) of the tax contribution, interest, additional amounts,
supplements to the tax and appraisal penalties included in such notice. If the examiner cannot calculate interest, for example in case of limited interest, they must provide a comment under Other Form Information 4549. For examples of comments for restricted interest cases, see IRM 4.10.8.15.3.4. In general, IRC 7522 is satisfied if the
notice or report contains the following statement: Interest, as required by law, will be charged an unpaid amount until it is paid in full. Other information section — See IRM 4.10.8.4.3 for additional situations where comments in the Other Information section apply. The signature of the examiner is a digital signature acceptable, subject to
procedures in IRM 4.10.1.4.4, Digital signatures. Letters, letterheads, and other digitally signed documents issued to the taxpayer and/or representative must contain a graphical image of the signer's handwritten signature instead of the signer's SEID. Form 9984 must correctly document actions related to delivery reports. When issuing
reports, be sure to include: Date(s) of messages, Method of delivery of messages (i.e. personal delivery, regular mail, certified mail), Person(s) to whom the messages were delivered, Items included in the delivery (e.g. letter, report form, publication, etc.) The report of information only is a completed form 4549, which does not offer a tax
liability. He is imposing information about the taxpayer or others who need this information. The report must be marked AS INFORMATION ONLY. Information reports are usually filed in connection with proposals in compromises and requests for information from the headquarters and other offices of the region. Applications must be
included in the Other Information section of the report if necessary. The following are examples of situations that require an application to clarify the results of the examination: A statement about corrected or revised reports, such as this report corrects the report from ____; Link to attachments; When increasing or reducing personal
holding company tax or accumulated income tax, write additional tax on the amount or net revaluation and dollar amount under the corresponding column and explain the change in attachment; Statements concerning disposal of claims or amended returns as discussed in IRM 4.10.8.10.6; The application for any penalties or additions to
the tax (or attachment reference) is not otherwise specified in the report. Includes the IRC section, the name of the fine and the dollar amount; Statements concerning the determination of an innocent spouse (IRM 25.15.6.10.1, determination of preliminary evaluation and writing of reports); Statement of interest applicability when the
examiner cannot calculate interest in the report, such as Interest, provided is charged to unpaid liability until it is paid in full. Statements regarding IRC 6404(g) (suspension of interest provisions) and the date to which the notice was provided when it is applied (see IRM 4.10.8.15.13). Statements concerning the application of IRC 6601(d)
for cases of limited interests. For examples, see IRM 4.10.8.15.3.4. Statements concerning the application of IRC 6621(c) for large corporate underpayments. 20.2.5.8, Large corporate underpayment (LCU) for rules and requirements when applying this tariff. IRC 6621(c) previously refers to interest on tax-motivated transactions (TMT)
and was cancelled for a refund with due date (excluding extensions) after December 31, 1989. To review IRM 20.2.5.9, GST motivated transactions (TMT) interest, for certification of this 120% rate for returns with deadlines before January 1, 1990. Statements concerning the application of an additional 50% interest component in respect
of negligence and fraudulent penalties stipulated in IRC 6653 for tax returns due after December 31, 1981 and until January 1, 1989. For more information about using and calculating this percentage component, see <a0><a1> Using and calculating this percentage component </a1><a2></a To return after December 31, 1988, this
additional 50% percentage component was canceled. Form 4605, an examination of the change in partnership, fiduciaries, S corporations and interest charge domestic international trading corporations, is the main form of report for use in these cases. Form 886–S, shares of income, deductions and loan partners, as well as Form 886–X,
shares of shareholders of income, deductions and loans, are forms used to determine the adjustment of the level of partners and shareholders for each year in which changes are recommended in examinations not related to TEFRA. Form 886-Z, a stock of TEFRA Partners revenue, should only be printed for case files. It reflects the
interest of the property, Which is not in form 886-S or form 886-X. Review IRM 4.31.2, TEFRA Expertise - Field Office procedures and IRM 4.31.5, Investor-level charter control exams (ILSC) - Field Office procedures for procedures in the TEFRA key case or non-TEFRA and related investors. For procedures, see <a0><a1></ TEFRA
procedures do not apply to S corporations during tax years beginning December 31, 1996. The Small Business Jobs Protection Act of 1996 eliminated S Corporations from special TEFRA audit provisions during tax years beginning December 31, 1996. All S audits with tax years starting from this date must comply with non-TEFRA
procedures. See IRM 4.31.5.6, S Corporations. Although the TEFRA Rules of S will not apply, S Corporation may be the owner of the partnership. The partnership will be TEFRA, so S Corporation may be party to the TEFRA proceedings. Form 886–S, Form 886–X, and Form 886–Z should clearly reflect the corrected income edict
separately specified items to be adjusted at the investor level. For reports to write reports, see <a0><a1> Write reports </a1><a2></a Letter 921, Non-TEFRA, Fiduciary, &amp;; S Corporation is a transfer letter report for non-TEFRA Partnerships, Fiducyar and S Corporation cases. Following instructions for preparing Form 4605. If the
form section is not addressed, it is self-objective. This section applies only to entity cases that do not apply to TEFRA. Name and address — show the current address. Line 1 — Adjust normal, distributed net, or taxable income — cross out words that do not apply. After the year, enter the tax period to which the column applies. Line 1a
through 1g — list adjustment. Place a bracket around the dollar amount when the adjustment is in favor of the taxpayer. If there are more than seven adjustments, write See <a0><a1></a1></a0>. This report should only be displayed: separately specified items adjusted in amounts and/or all individually stated items affected by the change
in distribution percentages for investors. Line 2, 3, and 4 cross out text that is not applied. Line 5, Other Adjustments — This section applies to adjustments that do not affect normal, distributed net or taxable income. For example, change in contributions or capital gains distributed to partners. Define items adjusted on lines 5a and 5b. If
there are more than two adjustments, use Form 886–A, Item Explanation, or Notes. Note - Include any additional information that may be required to clarify adjustments and other elements contained in the report. In certain circumstances, Corporation S pays tax on embedded earnings or excessive net passive income. IRC 1374 and IRC
1375 are taxes imposed at S Corporation level and do not pass to shareholders. This section covers forms that are used when deficit or revaluation is recommended directly against Corporation S or if a claim is involved. Deficit, revaluation or claim — These results must be presented in form 4549. For instructions on preparing Form 4549,
see IRM 4.10.8.4.1. In some cases, a deficit (such as a built-in income tax), revaluations or claims directly against Corporation S and a change in distribution to shareholders may be present. In this situation, both Form 4549 and Form 4605 must be prepared together with Form 886–X. If Corporation S is converted to a taxable entity, two
reports are required: Form 4549 is required to display taxable income, and any corporation tax. Form 4605 and Form 886–X are obliged to delete income articles and separately specified articles from shareholder income. The reference to corporation tax - non-TEFRA is as follows: IRM 4.10.1.2.1.5, right to appeal the IRS decision in the
independent forum IRM 25.6.22.6.3, Subchapter S Corporations (not TEFRA) S &amp;amp; IPG Web Page Cooperatives In case of a change in the way partnership or corporation S is registered, the adjustments required by IRC 481 (a) must be made on a partnership or S Corporation return. However, IRC 481(b) tax limits apply at the
partner/shareholder level. IRC 481(b) applies to a partner/shareholder whose income increases by more than $3,000 as a result of the IRC 481 adjustment (a) to the partnership or ordinary income of S. Exhibit Corporation 4.10.8-3. Also, see <a0><a1></a1>< Form 886–Y, Examination Changes — Share of shareholders in distribution of
recognized and actual domestic international trading corporations, prepared in conjunction with Form 4605 for each year, which recommends to make changes to reflect the corrected schedule of distributions. The main reports used for fidcity cases are as follows: deficiency, revaluation or claim — the results must be submitted in form
4549. Distributions to beneficiaries — changes should be reflected on form 4605. Form 886-W, The distribution of shares of the beneficiary of income and loans, must be prepared for each year in which the change is recommended. Form 886–W is used to display the corrected distribution of the share of each beneficiary's fidutiary income
and loans. When both situations occur in paragraphs (2) and (3), follow the instructions in both of these paragraphs. Let taxpayers know that the agreed case is subject to review and once it is accepted, they will receive Letter 987, an agreed change in income tax, saying the case is closed. Examiners will prepare Letter 987, which was
signed by the group leader, and leave it undated in the case files (with a copy for the file). Letter 987 contact information can be filled in either the name of the examiner or the name of the team leader. Abstract section Letter of instruction for PDA Form 3198 - Nov 987 . The CPC will be responsible for sending the letter. Letter 1002 is used
instead of letter 987 for agreed cases unrelated to TEFRA S Corporation and partnership. When the taxpayer agrees to the proposed adjustments, but the results of the examination are subject to consideration or additional processing, or some other condition, the taxpayer may way the statutory limit when assessing and collecting the tax
deficit. Signing a waiver stops the performance of interest 30 days from the date of receipt if the assessment and payment notice are not made within a 30-day period. Signing the waiver does not exclude allegations of further deficiency by the Commissioner or a request for further consideration of the issues by the taxpayer. That is, the
case except from the application of the criteria for reopening the case. Partially agreed corporate and individual cases; Claims permitted in full or in part agreed in the presence of agreed adjustments in addition to the claim; When the revaluation with one return and the deficit proposed for the associated return is the result of shifting
incomes or expenses (the issue of whips); Except for agreed fiddsiary cases; Form 1120S for the S Corporation case, where the provisions of the Small Business Corporation Of the Internal Revenue Code (Subchapter S) do not apply; Reconciled report forms are used in cases involving converting a return from Form 1120S to Form 1120.
Cases related to the deficit of dividends of personal holding; affairs of the Joint Committee; Transferr — transfer incidents; No agreed cases requiring a previous (30-day) letter. 870 series forms are used to indicate that the taxpayer waives the statutory limit on assessing and charging tax deficits. Form 870, Waiver of limits on estimation
and collection of deficits in tax and acceptance of revaluation is generally used instead of Form 4549. Form 870-PT/LT - TEFRA transaction forms are used instead of form 4605. Instructions for forms in series 870: Date received — enter the date of receipt. Name and address — enter the correct name and address of the taxpayer. Social
Security or employer IDENTIFICATION number — use SSN if an individual also has an EIN. Upon joint return, show the number that corresponds to the first person listed upon return. Ended tax year (enter each individual line): Calendar year - show end date, Fiscal year - show end date, Short period - show start and end dates, and 52-53
weekly period - show the last day of the period. Tax — enter the amount of additional tax, as agreed, separate line by years. When prepayment loans are adjusted, the waiver will show the amount of the deficit before the proposed change in prepayment loans. This is because changes to prepayment loans can be assessed without deficit
procedures. For clarity, the explanation or form 4549–A must be accompanied by Form 870. Penalties — to conclude separately for the year and under the Code to separate the penalty or penalty for agreed. Signature of the taxpayer — see the instructions on the form. Reports/waivers for a joint refund will require the signature of both
spouses (and authorized powers of attorney(s) if possible) unless the shortfall is paid in full. We will continue to follow current procedures when full pay by the taxpayer, in addition to the payment marked as deposit 6603, will be considered a deficit agreement. See IRM 4.10.8.2.4.2. When full payment is not received and only one spouse
signs a waiver, inconsistent procedures must be followed for non-signing spouses. In addition, the couple's consenting account will need to be evaluated using the MFT 31 procedure. See IRM 4.10.8.12.3. This section provides general instructions for preparing reports for partially reconciled activities. Partially agreed except for the agreed
cases described in IRM 4.10.8.5. After a partially reconciled report report non-consistent proceedings concern the remaining issues. The partially agreed case contains more than one issue with which at least one issue is agreed and at least one issue is not agreed by the taxpayer. Examiners should contact IRM 4.4.12, Considered
Closures, Claims surveyed and partial assessments, for partial assessment procedures, including the preparation of Form 5344. The partially agreed package sent to the CPC includes: Form 3198, anonymed Partial Assessment requested, and in the Other Instructions section, Return fax after completion. Waiver and copy of the Form
5344 report with the results of a partial agreement Copy of the first page of the tax return with the transcript of IMFOLT or BMFOLT. The letters, reports and forms required to close a partially agreed individual or corporate matter are as follows: The 1967 letter, a partially agreed letter-case, is used to transmit and explain the examination
reports required for a partially agreed case. Form 4549–A should be prepared using only agreed adjustments. Additional tax calculations will be displayed in form 870. Specify the Agreed Issues at the top of Form 4549–A. Form 4549–A, reflecting the agreed issues, should be included in the case as a working document for documenting
the tax calculation shown in form 870. Form 870 is used where TEFRA issues are not involved. Second form 4549–A should be ready to show both agreed and not agreed adjustments. An asterisk must be placed in front of the letter for each agreed adjustment. The line total income tax or as previously adjusted includes tax on agreed
adjustments. The Other Information section should contain the following statement: These adjustments have been reconciled. The taxpayer is consistent with the adjustments listed as agreed and the applicable deficit is assessed and included in the total tax as previously adjusted. You must add leading worksheets for all remaining
issues, and you must follow the procedures for inconsistent business. See IRM 4.10.8.12.4. Form 3198 must be external case files indicating the Partial Agreement. Form 870 must be processed prior to issuing a 30-day letter on non-consistent matters. Letter 921 passes form 4605 for an unfulfilled passable entity is returned when
adjustments are made to the return entity (both reconciled and not reconciled). Take Form 4605 to reflect adjustments made to the ordinary income/loss of an entity and separately specified articles of income, loss, deduction and credit. An unfulfilled passing entity indicates an agreement with an authorized person to sign Form 4605;
however, an entity-level label is optional. Therefore, the contract (or partial agreement) must be obtained at the investor level. Partial agreements are not processed on unfulfilled pass entities. More information about pass exams (ILSC) The procedures for processing a partially agreed corporation S or fiddium case to be taxed are the
same as the procedures for individual and corporation affairs set forth in IRM 4.10.8.6.1. Letter 921-L, Report Transfer for Non-TEFRA Partnership, Fiduciary, S Corporations &amp; The Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) interest charge is used to transfer to the end of audit adjustments from Form 4605 to investors. The
agreement (or partial agreement) must be obtained at the investor level. Partial transactions are not processed on the interest charge of the Domestic International Sales Corporation. Cases excluded from partial assessments are as follows: Joint Committee cases and cases requiring consideration by the chief counsel; Cases over a
certain year with both agreed tax cuts and non-agreed tax increase issues, with an obvious net overall deficit; Several years when the cumulative net total deficit is evident, despite the fact that a coherent result over one or more years would be a revaluation; The cases are moored in the United States Tax Court. Delinquent returns
secured after publication of TC 150 SFR when there is audit potential, but income tax is zero (before withholding and/or refundable credits). If the partial estimate was not processed because the tax was zero, the return figures for the report will be the amounts that are displayed on the return filed by the taxpayer. See IRM 4.4.9.7.5,
Delinquent return secured examination after TC 150 SFR, with audit potential - final closing package (partial evaluation processed), for more information. Assistance from partial revaluation should not be done routinely, but only if facts and circumstances warrant such actions. Whether a partial revaluation should be allowed should be a
matter of cirrhative judgment and discretion. Approval of the group leader will be received before the partial revaluation. The simultaneousness of the group leader will be documented in form 9984. A partial revaluation will be made only if there has been an agreement on this issue(s), which will lead to a partial reassessment. These cases
tend to fall into the following categories: Cases for a given year related to two or more tax reduction issues; Cases for a given year related to several issues, both tax reduction and tax increases, subject to the overall result, after they take effect on tax increases, are a net revaluation; Cases involving more than one year if the net result is a
reassessment. Below are examples of partial revaluations that can be made for the situations listed above: Providing a concerted tax cut issue leads to a revaluation of $15,000 per taxable year. The challenged issue of lower taxes over the same year, if allowed, would result in an additional $10,000 revaluation. Partial allowance reflecting
revaluation not exceeding $15,000 be done. The case for a certain year involves two issues of tax reduction, one of which and two issues that increase or cannot be challenged. Allowing one of the agreed tax cuts leads to a net $50,000 revaluation, after considering offsetting adjustments for two tax-increasing issues. A partial revaluation
not exceeding $50,000 can be made. There is an unjustified proposed deficit of $40,000 for 2002, but a full $70,000 revaluation agreement for 2003. A partial revaluation not exceeding $30,000 ($70,000-$40,000) for 2003 can be made. When closing a multi-year case containing at least one agreed/unchanged year and one not agreed
year, examiners must split the case into agreed/unchanged case files and no agreed case files. Agreed and non-agreed files must remain together and be sent to technical services in status 21. All years will be moved to CEAS RGS using two separate actions (explained in (3) below) to the corresponding CSG group code. CSG group
codes are changed periodically and changes are reported to the field on the CSG website. Once a multi-year case is divided, divided years can no longer be treated as one case in CSG. Agreed and non-agreed years can eventually be shared, so examiners must transfer unheralded and coordinated/unchanged years to the CSG file
server in two separate actions. View CEAS and split case files to split the case into RGS. Partial assessments of individual tax years of both agreed and non-agreed issues must still be completed by Pole, as outlined in direct shipment instructions issued to the Districts as part of the CPC implementation. No need for a quick or prompt
assessment on a case with a short statute (14 days or less remaining on the statute), no other partial assessments of field assessments will be required. If a non-consistent year(s) protest, the case must have 30 days plus the minimum number of days required by the Charter Appeals when it is closed from the group. See IRM
4.10.8.12.1(1). A modified return (Form 1040X or Form 1120X) is not necessarily a formal claim. For a formal claim, the taxpayer must claim the refund of the tax paid. The cut lawsuit relates to lower accounting tax liabilities. Claims of this nature, filed under Form 1040X, Form 1120X or Form 843, are treated as claims of imprisonment. If
the examiner is assigned a case in which the taxpayer requested a re-review of the audit, the examiner should also contact IRM 4.13.4, Area Office (AO) Expertise, to write the report, letters and procedures to follow. Additional reports are being prepared to cut previously estimated (but unpaid) tax. These types of reports differ from reports
prepared for claims in that the additional report reduces the tax that was assessed but not paid. In such cases, any reassessment, additional examination report will not be returned to the taxpayer; instead, the existing balance will be truncated or eliminated. This dot dot clearly explained to the taxpayer. When preparing a report for a claim
for a cut due to scrutiny, revise for a refund or as previously adjusted amounts of both taxable income and tax are the amounts as shown in the previously evaluated report, as confirmed by the transcript. It is not necessary to repeat the previously made adjustments. Add only adjustments made to your previous report or deficit notice
based on more information you receive. In the Other Information section of the report, there should be an Additional Report — a decrease in the previously estimated tax. The reduction of previously assessed penalties should be clearly explained to minimize confusion. For example, if a $500 fine has been assessed and the examiner later
determines that the correct penalty is $US200, the Additional Report must show a punitive amount ($300). In the Other Information section of the report, explain the abbreviations as follows: Calculations should be provided for each fine that subsides. Since the taxpayer's request for unpaid tax evasion is not a valid claim within the
meaning of IRC 6511, Form 3363, acceptance of a proposed claim for a refund or credit, Form 2297, the waiver of the statutory notice of disclaimer, and Letter 569, a full/partial preliminary prohibition claim, cannot be used because the taxpayer has no legal rights. Instead, the following procedures should be used for abatement claims:
Letter 693, Respond to the Assessment Review Request, should be used for no change, assistance in part and assistance in full definitions. Prepare and send letter 693 to the taxpayer and save a copy for the cases. Decisions in connection with the audit review have certain rights to appeal and use different letters. See IRM 4.13.4, Area
Management (AO) Examination . Form 3198 must be annotated Additional Report - lowering the previously estimated tax if the unofficial claim is allowed in part or in full. In all cases, an abstract should be made indicating the letter number and the date of its issuance. The case Reviewing the audit of the statutory notice is the one in which
the taxpayer received a report on the deficit (definition) and asks to reconsider the deficit (definition). This is a priority case and should be closed back through technical services. It does not suspend or extend the 90 or 150-day deadline for a tax court petition. Due to time constraints, the taxpayer should be aware that the validity of the
Statutory Notice cannot be extended by submitting information or re-auditing. The taxpayer is responsible for submitting the petition before the expiration of the Statutory Notice, if he does not agree with the adjustments or the results of the re-examination of the inspection. All communication to the taxpayer should include the following
statement: Reviewing your case in no way will serve as a suspension or extension of the petition to reassess the proposed deficit may be submitted to the Tax Court. Audit reports must be prepared based on a transcript of taxable income and income tax or as was previously adjusted to the statutory notice. In the Other Information section
of the exam report, follow these comments: This report is only in addition to reporting a deficiency. He does not ornate from the pantheo of the previous report and does not serve to extend the 90-day deadline for filing a petition with the United States Tax Court. If you disagree with these adjustments, we may be required to assess the tax
shown on the Deficit Notice. Additionally, paragraphs of 45 days or subordinate to the area director must be deleted on additional reports. Clearly mark the top of the revised report as a Supplement to the Deficit Notice (Definition). Date of additional exam report with current date. The examiner may receive signatures on the audit report
from the taxpayer during a re-interview on the audit, but must not issue a cover letter. The 90-day coordinator/reviewer is responsible for verifying the audit report for accuracy to the Additional Notice and the relevant final letters to the taxpayer's email. If the information is not scarce and technical services, the taxpayer will be notified by
the 90-day coordinator/reviewer of the absence of the need to file a petition with the Tax Court. If the information does not change the report of the shortcoming, the taxpayer has not been given any report and the examiner will respond accordingly to a 90-day memo from the Technical Services. The 90-day coordinator/reviewer will issue a
letter to the taxpayer. If the information leads to a partial reduction, signing of the contract and technical services, the taxpayer will be notified by the 90-day coordinator/reviewer of the absence of the need to file a petition with the Tax Court. If only one spouse signs the report and the filing status is Spousal Filing Joint (MFJ), an MFT 31
assessment will be made on the taxpayer signing the report. If the information leads to an increase in the deficit notice, the deficit line of the additional report should be marked as a limited amount on the deficit notice (definition). The amount estimated from the revised Notice cannot be greater than the amount on the original Notice. It is
necessary to pay attention to the issuance of additional notice of the deficit of increased deficit, if the statute of limitations for the assessment is still open and the petition is not received by the Tax Court. The re-examination report is used when the taxpayer's books and records are re-examined as a result of the Service initiating the action
using the criteria for reopening the case set forth in Policy Statement 4-3. In 2005-2005-2005 2005 22 2005 2005-22 2033. When a contact falls under the redo criteria, approval must be obtained using Form 4505, 4505, memorandum, before the examination. Use the appropriate forms for the entity and the type of closure. Once you have
prepared, write uppercase reopen at the top of the report. Prepare a report as you would an additional report. In the Other Information section, this report supplements the report from mm/dd/yyyy. Re-examination reports require special processing. Form 3198 must be annotated to reopen the case. The re-examination report should not be



used for a closed deficit assessment reviewed at the taxpayer's request (re-audit). See IRM 4.10.8.8. Claims may relate to any position of income, loss, exclusion, deduction or credit related to tax refund. Claims can be filed using the following forms: Refund claim and reduction request, Form 843, amended declaration (specified in the tax
return), Modified tax return of individuals of the United States, form 1040X or amended tax return of the Corporation of the United States, form 1120X. Unofficial claim is one that is filed by the taxpayer or on a non-standard form (written request), or in some other way, if the necessary elements are identified, i.e. tax year, identification
number, requested and reason. The claim to abatement is not an unofficial claim. Examples of unofficial claims are signed Form 870 or Form 4549 for revaluation, a letter sent by the taxpayer asking for a refund, or statements made to the examiner or another service representative. There are four possible outcomes when considering a
claim. Claim may be: Permitted in full, prohibited in full, partially permitted or offset by other adjustments. Examiners must have a current transcript of the taxpayer's account before preparing a report on the case related to the lawsuit. If the claim is the result of a preliminary audit or evaluation, a TC 300 or TC 290 with a dollar amount will
be placed. Figures as adjusted, shown on the original report, will be used as a starting point. If the claim is already allowed by the service center, TC 291 will be placed with the dollar amount. If the claim is allowed in full, letter 570 will be prepared to notify the taxpayer of the findings. Since the taxpayer's receipt of Letter 570 constitutes a
closed case (subject to the re-opening of the case by criteria), the letter should not be given to the taxpayer at all until the whole matter is ready for closure. If the stated amount has already been returned to the taxpayer by the campus, the examiner will close the case as a routine case unchanged. Espite the fact that the issues raised in
the lawsuit are allowed in full, if an offset adjustments are proposed that reduce the amount of reimbursement, the claim will be treated as a partially or completely prohibited claim. The procedure of claims prohibited in full or in part will be followed. When a claim is prohibited in full or the examiner will prepare the following: Letter 569,
Form 2297; Form 3363; and Form 4549, if the additional tax should be or there is partial disapproval. When when is prohibited because the taxpayer did not appear for an interview or provide justification, at the end of Letter 569 the following explanation will be shown: No grounds for filing a claim have been filed. Form 2297 applies in all
cases where there is a complete or partial disapproval of a formal claim. IRC 6532(a)(3) stipulates that the taxpayer may submit a written waiver of the claim that the notice of refusal of the claim as a whole is either partially sent by certified or registered mail. The effect of such a waiver is to start working a two-year period to file a lawsuit
on the claim from the date of refusal filed. Thus, Form 2297 fulfills the same purpose as notifying the claim of a certified or registered mail, except that it does not affect the six-month waiting period required by IRC 6532(a) before filing a refund claim [Treas. Reg. 301.6532–1(c) - Periods of limitation on claims by taxpayers]. Since Form
2297 is a waiver only of the statutory notice sent by certified or registered mail, a waiver form (Form 870, Form 4549 or Form 3363) is required in addition to Form 2297 if there is a partial revaluation or if additional tax is assessed. Form 2297 must be enclosed in an activity folder just like other failure and acceptance forms. If claims for
several years are prohibited, Form 2297 covering all years must be related to a claim or amended return covering the last year. Since Form 1045, the application for a preliminary refund, and Form 1139, the corporation's application for a tentative refund, are not considered a claim, it is not necessary to use Form 2297, where the tax
previously reimbursed. If it is determined that the estimated refund was unreasonable or excessive, the Service has three options: treat overstaying as a mathematical error and immediately assess and collect it under the authority of IRC 6213(b)(3), issue a deficiency notice under IRC 6501(h) or File a claim against the taxpayer for
recovery of erroneous indemnity under IRC 7405(b). Form 2297 should not be secured in cases requiring consideration by the Joint Committee. See IRM 4.36.3.2.9, a claim for undervaluation in agreed cases. Name and address — write or enter the name and address of the taxpayer; include SSN or EIN. The taxable period has expired
— the list of each year for which the claim was filed and prohibited partially or completely in separate lines as follows: Calendar Year — Show End Date (12/31/01) Fiscal Year — Show End Date (6/30/01) Short period — Show start and end date (1/1/01 – 9/30/01) 52–53 Weekly year — Show the last day of the year (5/25/01) Type of tax
— show the type of tax, which is covered by the return on examination, for example, income, property, gift, or employment tax. It is not necessary to show the number of the return form under or identify the type of income, such as individual income or corporate income. The amount of information about the claim should be entered as If
form 843, form 1040X, form 1120X or unofficial claim indicates a certain dollar amount, enter the amount in the space amount of the claim. If the modified earnings shows the calculation of the corrected tax, enter the difference between the corrected amount calculated by the taxpayer and the tax, as shown on the initial profit in the space
of the amount of claim. If the lawsuit is filed for $1 or more, and no details are shown regarding the amount of income reduction, enter $1 as the amount of the claim . When the details are shown about the amount of decrease in income, but the calculation of the amount of tax refund is not displayed on the claim, calculate the amount of
the claim on the basis of a decrease in the income shown by the taxpayer, and enter into this figure as the amount of claim . 1. The taxpayer is obliged to provide a realistic amount of Treas' claim. § 301.6402–3(a)(5), which stipulates: A refund or amended return is a claim for a refund or loan, if it contains an application that defines the
amount defined as overpayment and advises whether such amount is reimbursed to taxpayers or applied as a credit against the settlement income tax of taxpayers for the taxable year, immediately withstanding the taxable year for the return (or amended return) is filed. 2. The amount of claim of $1 may be acceptable for protective claims.
The concept of protective claim is well established, although this term is not used in statute or regulations. Protective claims are often filed to preserve the taxpayer's right to claim reimbursement when the taxpayer's right to a refund depends on future events and cannot be determinated until the statute of limitations expires. See IRM
21.5.3.4.7.3, Protective Claims, which indicate that the protective claim is based on an expected change in tax laws, other legislation, regulations or the case law. A general claim should not be treated as a valid protective claim for the purposes of handling services just because the taxpayer designates it as such. See Nucorp, Inc. v. USA
23 Cl. Ct. 234, 67 A.F.T.R.2d 91-1256, 91-1 USTC P 50,235. 3. In general, a valid protective claim must (1) identify unforeseen materials affecting the claim; (2) be clear and certain enough to alert the Service to the essential nature of the claim; and (3) determine the specific year or years for which a refund is sought. A claim can be a
valid protective claim, even if it does not state all the facts necessary to establish that the taxpayer is entitled to a refund. The service has discretion in deciding how to process protective claims. In general, it is in the interests of the Service and taxpayers to delay actions on protective claims to resolve litigation or other contingencies. Once
the contingencies are resolved, the Service may obtain any additional information necessary when processing the claim and then dismiss or allow the claim. If a claim is filed for full the tax paid, enter the full income tax. If a claim is filed for such an amount that may be related and no details are displayed and calculations cannot be made,
enter an unspecified amount of claim space and explain in the Other Information section of Form 4549. When the details and calculations of the tax refund are displayed, enter the calculated figure. The amount of claim is prohibited — see Exhibit 4.10.8-4 Signature - see the instructions at the bottom of the form. Form 3363 shall be used
in agreed cases where Form 843 or amended returns are prohibited in whole or in part, and no other adjustments to the tax liability are necessary. In an agreed case where a claim is completely or partially prohibited with additional adjustments to the tax liability, both Form 3363 and the exam report must be secured. For information that
will be included in the report comments section, see <a0><a1> Comment on a report </a1><a2></a2></a0> Form 1045 and Form 1139 do not address the claim. Form 3363 is not used to display any refund of the previously reimbursed tax. Name and address — write or enter the name or address of the taxpayer; include SSN and EIN.
Year or period — List of each year, for which the claim was filed for certain years as follows: Calendar year — show the end date (31.12.01), Fiscal year — show the end date (30.06.01), Short Period — date start and end of the show (1/01 – 30.09.01), 52–53 Weekly year — showing the last day of the year (25.05.01). The date of the
claim was made — enter the date form 843 or a modified refund was filed. Type of tax — enter the type of tax covered by income during the exam, such as income, property, gift or work tax. It is not necessary to show the number of the form of return for examination or identify the type of income, for example, individual income or
corporate income. The amount of the claim — enter the amount of compensation requested in the claim (Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X, modified refund or unofficial claim) filed by the taxpayer. The amount of the claim is prohibited — enter the amount of the claim prohibited by the exam report. The amount of the claim is allowed —
enter the amount of the claim allowed on the exam report. Signature — see the instructions in the form. When a claim is prohibited in full or in part in a non-disclosure case and there are no other adjustments, fill in the top of the report for non-agreed cases. See IRM 4.10.8.12. IRC 6402(l) requires an explanation of the reason for the
refund. In addition, the relevant application for the prohibition of the claim should be included in the section Other information. See IRM 4.10.8.10.6.1. When the claim is allowed in full or in part in a partially agreed case with other adjustments, please complete Form 4549–A. The statement of disposal of the claim must be included in the
Other Information section. When the claim is allowed in full in the case agreed with the proposed deficiencies, please complete Form 4549–A. The application for the surcharge to the claim must be included in the Section. Claim allowed in full: On (date) you filed Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X, or an unofficial claim for a refund of
$(amount) for (the year). Based on the results of our expertise, we have allowed your claim in full, as shown in this report. The claim is permitted in full but offset by other adjustments: On (date) you have submitted Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X, or an unofficial claim for a refund of $(amount) for (the year). Based on the results of
our expertise, we have allowed your claim in full. However, the total refund increases or decreases by the other adjustments in this report. Claim allowed in part: On (date) you have submitted Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X or unofficial claim for return of $(amount) for (year). Based on the results of our expertise, we have allowed
your claim in part, as shown in this report. Disclaimer: As of (date) you have filed Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X or an unofficial claim for a refund of $(amount) for (year). Each application to dismiss the claim must have a condensed statement of concern, as well as authority to dismiss the claim. For example: As a result of our
expertise, we do not have your claim. Education costs not required in your present employment are considered personal and therefore not deducted as business expenses. 1.162–5. Taxpayers will be asked to file lawsuits in the following types of cases if the proposed revaluations are not yet covered by claims: cases to be referred to
appeals in 90-Day status, when there remains a period of less than 120 days to allow for a reassessment. Appeals can take such a case without a claim if approved by the Director of the Appellate Region. Cases involving proposed revaluations exceeding $100,000, regardless of the time remaining in the statute of limitations for
revaluation planning. Cases are diverted to the office, regardless of the number of revaluations if 30 days or less remain in the statutory period for revaluation planning. Number of cases requiring invitation-claims, will be limited because the Service considers a waiver in form 870 or form 890 of the series as a valid claim for a refund when
the taxpayer agrees to the revaluation determined by the Service as described in IRM 25.6.1.10.2.6.2.2(3), prescribed forms for amending the original tax return or refusing to pay a penalty. When the taxpayer is asked to file a lawsuit, a separate letter of 897, a claim invitation letter, should be sent for each taxable year requiring protection.
There are certain periods of time when the Government keeps taxpayer's money without paying for its use, as required by the following: IRC 6611(e)(1) prohibits the payment of credit interest to the taxpayer if the overpayment is refunded within 45 days of receiving the original return or foreman. 20.2.4.7.5, 45-day rule. With respect to
refunds, IRC 6611(b)(3) provides that no interest is not allowed or paid at any day prior to date return is filed. View the IRM 20.2.4.3 availability dates for overpayments. Treas. Reg. 301.6402-3(a)(5) provides that interest allowance is prohibited when the overpayment reported for a refund or amended return is applied as a loan elected to
the settlement tax for the year that minutes. Examiners should insure a proper interest calculation when the original return had overpayment and the taxpayer decided to choose to apply all or part of the overpayment shown by its return to its estimated tax for a successful tax year rather than a refund. Ed. Rul. 99-40, 1999-2 C.B. 441 is
made if the overpayment claimed for the return is credited to the expected tax per year, the interest will be assessed on this part of the subsequently determined deficit for a year of overpayment return that is less than or equal to overpayments as of: (1) the date on which the Service returns the overpayment without interest; or (2) the date
when overpayment applies to estimated taxes next year. Any part of the remaining deficit will be assessed from the original date of tax payment for the year of the overpayment refund. Potential cases of Rev. Rul. 99-40 are those with TC 830 or TC 836 on the module. The CPC will not apply the provisions of reverend Ruhl at all. The
examiner must mark form 3198 a potential relief of interest on reverend Ruhl. The examiner must include Form 2220, underpayment by the corporation of approximate tax or Form 2210, underpayment of settlement tax by individuals, property and trusts (next year) in the case file, which provides a timetable for the required settlement tax
payments for the next tax year and relevant transcripts. The Code of Internal Revenue provides for the way in which a personal holding company may, in certain circumstances, be exempt from paying the liability of the tax imposed on personal holding companies. In any case, when the tax deficit on a personal holding company is
disclosed, to which the taxpayer agrees, the benefits provided by IRC 547 will be explained to the taxpayer if possible. If the taxpayer decides to distribute earnings in order to secure a loan from liability, the taxpayer will be advised that liability can be established by entering into an informal agreement under IRC 547(c)(3) on Form 2198,
determining liability for personal holding company tax, or by entering into a final closing agreement under Form 866, the Final Determination agreement The use of Form 866 is generally limited to court cases. Form 2198 shall not be accepted unless all items relating to the personal holding tax liability and other income tax liabilities are
agreed and form 870 is signed by the taxpayer. Unless there is sufficient time left to be assessed under IRC 6501, Form 2198 or Form 866 must not be approved (in addition to the 120-day period for form 976, the claim to the Dividend deduction, or Loan or refund by personal holding regulated by an investment company or real estate
investment trust). Form 2198 can be approved if consent is secured from the taxpayer under IRC 6501(c)(4) to extend the term. One year must remain on the statute when the case is closed to the Technical Services. See IRM 4.8.8.4.1, Field of Review. Form 866 - This form is not typically used instead of Form 2198 unless recommended
by the advisor for a unique situation. The examiner should consult with the group leader and local councillor to determine if the use of the closure agreement is appropriate, and if so, what particular type should be used. If Form 866 is used as an agreement document, the examiner will prepare the contract and secure the taxpayer's
signature in accordance with the instructions in IRM 8.13.1, the Closing Agreements. All closing agreements require local councillor approval and technical services checks before obtaining a taxpayer's signature. Engagement advisor - Coordination with a local councillor is necessary when drafting a closing agreement when a standard
language or template agreement is not in use and there are changes to the template agreement. Before securing the taxpayer's signature, a review by technical services and approval of a local councillor regarding the language and form of the closing agreement is required. There should be enough documentation in the taxpayer's
administrative file to support the adviser's concurrency. To request a review, official or informal correspondence must be addressed to a local councillor indicating the reasons and intentions of the agreement and requesting to review and for commend the draft closing agreement. Correspondence can be in the form of an e-mail, fax or
memorandum. If necessary, the coordinator of the Agreement on closing technical services will help in preparing a request to the advisor. Form 4549–A is prepared, reflecting the personal holding tax as other taxes with the added explanation. Exhibition 4.10.8-5. Form 870, which must be filed with Form 2198, shall contain the following
statements: Waiver of the valuation and foreclosure restrictions contained herein shall be approved by Form 2198 relating to the taxpayer's liability for income tax and physical holding company. This waiver is not legally effective until the end of the 120 day period to begin with the date of entry form 2198. If the taxpayer complies with IRC
547, with respect to the payment of deficit dividends, by (1) payment of deficit dividends within 90 days after the date of application form 2198, and (2) filing a proper claim on Form 976 after payment of deficit dividends and within 120 days after the date of application of form 2198, the amount of the deficit claimed for this refusal is reduced
by the amount required for the application. deficit dividends are paid on time, and the rest, if any, will be assessed. If, if the end of the 120-day period, starting from the date of form 2198's exit, Form 976 was not filed or timely undervalued dividend payments, the entire amount of deficit shown in this waiver will be assessed. Exhibition
4.10.8-6. Upon receipt of Form 2198: The original Form 2198 must be initialized by the examiner and group leader to indicate their taking form. The original form 2198 must be added to the return for the last taxable year covered by the agreement. Duplicates of Form 2198 will be sent to the taxpayer by letter 1152, transfer agreement for
the signed Personal Holding Company/Determination of liability for personal holding company tax using certified or registered mail within five calendar days. Treas. Reg. 1.547–2(b)(1)(v) provides that, with one exception, the date of determination is the date of signing the contract (Form 2198) refers to the taxpayer, not the date of signing
the contract by an authorized official. Exhibition 4.10.8-7 sample Form 2198. Upon adoption of Form 2198, the case must be conducted in suspense by technical services prior to submitting Form 976 or ending the 120 day period in whichever is previously. Then the case should be returned to the examiner. The date on which Form 976 is
submitted in accordance with applicable regulations will be a check date to determine whether the form has been submitted in a timely manner. The date of the incursion of the informal agreement on form 2198 will be the date when the signed agreement will be sent to the taxpayer. Form 976 submitted in a timely manner — the examiner
will check the information on Form 976 to the extent deemed necessary and then prepare an examination report showing the general adjustments, income of the personal holding company, the decrease due to the surcharge to any deduction of dividends of the deficit, and whether the amount of the claim (Form 976) was allowed in full,
allowed in part or prohibited in full. Exhibition 4.10.8-8. Form 976, Not filed in a timely manner — the letter will be sent to the taxpayer as a notice that the claim was not submitted in a timely manner. Certified notice is underestimated if the taxpayer has not signed Form 2297. See IRM 4.10.8.10.4.1. When the Appeal Takes Form 2198, the
Appellate Officer will remove the taxpayer's claim (Form 976) and provide support for evidence from the taxpayer. See IRM 8.7.1.2, Personal Holding Company Tax, enslaved dividend deficit. An appellate officer can prepare a report and close a case unless there are unusual circumstances and checking the payment of deficit dividends
can be made easy. The appellate officer can return the case to the field group Examination. The case should be assigned to the examiner to verify the payment of dividend deficits and the preparation of the report. The report should include adjustments made by the Appeals. The report should be returned to the Closing Appeal. If the
examiner determines that the claim was not filed in a timely manner, the case be returned to the Appeals without recourse to the taxpayer. In cases where the personal holding company tax liability has been established by the decision of the United States Tax Court, the Appeals Court will assess the gross deficit. The Appellate Director
will clarify to the taxpayer the actions that need to be taken to assess the tax and how to ensure the benefits of IRC 547. Once the assessment is made, the administrative file will be forwarded for examination of the conformity of the territory. See IRM 8.4.1.32.2, Personal Holding Company Tax Office. The case will be conducted in
suspense (Technical Services) until Form 976 is filed or before the 120 day deadline for submitting Form 976, which is earlier. If Form 976 is not filed in a timely manner, the case will be referred for recovery, according to the Court's decision. If Form 976 is filed in a timely manner, the case will be assigned to the examiner. Upon receipt of
the closing agreement from the taxpayer, Form 866 will be prepared and developed by technical services for processing. The date of expiration of the contract on Form 866 will be the date on which the closing agreement is signed by the director of the region. The closing agreement, along with the case files, will be submitted to the area
director for approval. Once approved, the Technical Services will determine any need for further action and hand the taxpayer a copy of the closing agreement. For all cases where dividend deficit deductions are allowed, the examiner will prepare Form 3189, a deficit dividend deduction case transfer. Exhibition 4.10.8-9. The form will
include calculating the tax liability before decreasing to pay deficit dividends. This is necessary to calculate the amount of interest. The original form 3189 will be placed on top (outside) of the case files. Recurring forms 3189 will be connected to each return corporation for which the dividend deficit has been paid. If the return for which
scarce dividends have been paid has not yet been filed, the examiner must prepare Form 5346 and attach a duplicate form 3189 so that it can be linked upon filing. Form 5346 must be filled in to report dividends paid to shareholders in the current year. Form 3198 must identify the case as of limited interest and qualify for the dividend
deficit paid in the case. Managerial participation is necessary in all inconsistent cases. Examiners should be aware of procedures in IRM 1.4.40.4.11.5, Unagreed Closing Procedure, and notify their group leader when they believe the case will have no agreed issues. The actions of the team leader must be documented in the case files.
Form 9984 can be used for this purpose. If the case is entitled to the SB/SE Fast Track Settlement (FTS) and remain inconsistent after the group leader contacted the taxpayer or representative in an attempt to resolve all issues, the examiner or team leader will explain and offer the FTS to the taxpayer. FTS should not be offered if did not
speak to the taxpayer or representative. For more information, see <a0><a1>< If specifically not excluded from appeal consideration (see paragraph (4) below), all cases are eligible for an appeal conference as long as the taxpayer submits an adequate protest (when a formal written protest is required), or a small case request that
includes information required in Pub 5, your appeals rights and how to prepare a protest if you disagree. See IRM 4.10.8.12.9.3 (2) below for more guidance on the adequacy of a formal written protest or a small request for a case. As a rule, if the taxpayer submits new information or evidence for appeals, or raises a new question The
examination has not considered, the case will be returned to the Examination. View IRM 8.2.1.5 Return Case to Expertise - ATE and IRM 4.10.8.12.11. Below is a list of cases excluded from appeals: Less than 365 days remains on statute of limitations when the case enters the Appeals. See IRM 4.10.8.12.1(1) for more information.
Request/requirement to reduce unpaid tax (IRM 4.10.8.8(6)), which is not a revision of the audit (the taxpayer has no legal rights). The taxpayer disagrees solely with moral, religious, political, constitutional, conscientious or similar grounds (IRM 8.1.1.3.1, No Appeals Conference or Concession on certain arguments). Examples see the
exhibition IRM 25.25.10-1, frivolous arguments. Examiners must use letter 1963, Frivolous Filer Expertise Report Transfer, to transmit the report and explain why administrative appeal rights do not apply. If additional information is received later so that the case is no longer excluded from the appeal, follow the procedures provided for on
4.10.8.12.9. Criminal prosecution fraud cases (IRM 8.2.1.5(2), Return of the case to examination - ATE). The 30-day letters are used to pass the exam report to the taxpayer and allow the taxpayer 30 days to request an appeal hearing of their case, or take other action, as outlined in a particular letter. When the case is initially filed in the
Appeals, the statute must remain for at least 365 days (270 days for real estate tax cases or 6,206 cases of excessive IRC claim). If the Appeals have previously made public the jurisdiction of the case and returned it to the Examination for additional work, there must be at least 180 days remaining for the statute of limitations when the
case is in the Appeals. The group must allow a minimum of 30 days to deliver and process the incident through technical services. So the case must have a minimum of 395 days (or 210 if the case was returned) remaining on the statute when it is closed from the group. See IRM 8.2.1.4, Getting a new appointment by an Appellate
Technical Officer (ATE). A 30-day letter is issued for cases resulting in cases: Inconsistent change (deficit or revaluation), Unchanged with adjustments affecting other tax formal claim. Typically, taxpayers with 240 or more days left for the statute of limitations will receive a corresponding 30-day letter. This allows 30 days for the taxpayer
to respond to the letter (and extend the statute if necessary), and if the taxpayer does not respond, it also provides the proper time to close the case from the group (IRM 4.10.8.2.4.3) and provide technical services for at least 180 days to issue a deficit notice. To view IRM 25.6.23.7.1, Minimum remaining time on ASED. If there are less
than 240 days left for the statute of limitations, the examiner must prepare and issue an agreed exam report with Letter 5153, Transfer report on expertise - Charter less than 240 days (direct deficit), Letter 5153-A, Examination Report Transmission - Charter less than 240 days (claim), Letter 5153-B, Examination Report Transfer - Charter
less than 240 days (Unchanged with adjustment) or Letter 5153-D , Examination Report Transfer - Charter less than 240 days (bankruptcy) , to transfer the report and notify the taxpayer of additional time is required for the statute of limitations for appeals to consider their case if it is not agreed, and to allow 10 days to respond. Office
Examiners will update the ERCS action code to 07. If the extension of the statute has not yet been adjusted, the examiner must follow the procedures in IRM 25.6.22, Extend the statute of limitations with consent, and simultaneously request an extension (using a separate envelope), and then proceed as follows: If the case is agreed,
close using normal agreed procedures. See IRM 4.10.8.4.7 for deficit and claim cases, or IRM 4.10.8.3.3(1) for no change with case adjustments. If the case is not agreed and the taxpayer signs consent to extend the statute of limitations, which will allow enough time for consideration of the case by appeals, preparation and issuance of a
30-day letter. If the case is not agreed and the taxpayer does not sign the consent, close the case to the Technical Services to issue a notice of deficiency. The 30-day letter of procedure applies to income, property, gifts, excise duties and labor tax affairs. See IRM 4.23.22, Unagreed Employment Tax Procedures, IRM 4.24.10, Excise
Tax, Appeal Referral Procedures, or IRM 4.25.6, Report Give Guidance for Real Estate and Gift Tax Exams, for procedures related to employment tax, excise and property and gift exams. Examiners issue non-TEFRA reports with a passing entity with letter 921, letter 921-L, etc., but these letters are not 30-day letters. The thirty-two-year
letter of procedure follows investor reports reflecting their share of adjustments made at the entity level. Only investors will be able to request a hearing with the Appeals because there is no shortage at the entity level. See IRM 4.31.5.11.3, Key cases with adjustments and investors unrelated to PCS. If the review of the return leads to or
reassessment that or revaluation of results) by net return of operating losses may require manual interest calculation. If the taxpayer disagrees with the results of the examination, they will be given the same opportunity to request an appeal hearing as if a deficit/revaluation was involved. The following forms of letters specific to the type of
case are 30-day letters used to pass the exam report and allow the taxpayer 30 days to request an appeal hearing of their case, or to take other actions, as outlined in specific letters: Letter 915 – for direct deficiency, direct reassessment, or mixed deficiency and reassessment of cases in Office Expertise; update the ERCS action code to
04 for further actions in 15 calendar days. If the taxpayer does not respond within 15 days, the examiner will prepare and write the 1912 Letter and update the ERCS action code to 07 for further action within 15 calendar days. Letter 950 — for direct deficiency, direct reassessment or mixed deficiency and reassessment of cases on field
examination. Letter 950-F — for cases unchanged with adjustment. Letter 569 — on the claim of undervaluation of cases. Sheet 3391 for unfilters. Letter 955 – for transfers/transfers. Sheet 1963 - for frivolous files /unfilters. Cases of limited interest — the examiner will need to prepare, and the team leader will approve a letter with a
picture after the above letters of the form. Form letters are not available for restricted interests due to infrequability. A letter created by the examiner should address the issue of limited interest, not deficit or revaluation of tax. The following elements should be included in the 30-day letter: exam report (including leading sheets or standard
explanations as required in IRM 4.10.8.12.4) and waiver (if required); and Pub 3498. Pub 3498 should always be concluded with a 30-day letter, even if it was provided with a preliminary report or letter. 30-day letters must be prepared by the examiner, and include the name of the examiner or team leader in the contact area, depending on
the type of letter. The powers to sign and issue 30-day letters are delegated to group leaders. See Delegation Order SBSE 4.55, authority to sign thirty day letters. IRC 6651(f), Fraudulent File Failure Cases (FFTF) — Part of the FFTF fine relating to the amount of tax indicated for profit is assessed immediately and is not subject to deficit
procedures. Review the IRM 25.1.7.7.1, fraudulent unsaffed (FFTF) penalty assessment procedure. To ensure the facts of a particular fraud with the support of the case, and due to the fact that the assessment of the FFTF fine relating to the amount shown on the return will not be reviewed by the Tax Court, all 30-day letters proposing a
FFTF fine must be revised and approved by the district councillor prior to issuance. In addition, the statute of limitations for assessing such part will not be suspended by issuing a notice for the rest of it. When FFTF penalty to replace income tax for return (SFR), review and approval of the adviser is not required until a 30-day letter is
issued. However, the adviser will reconsider the case before issuing a deficit notice. The non-reconciled report forms listed below are typically used to represent audit results for an unmentive case. They are similar to those used for agreed cases, and instructions for filling out agreed case reports tend to apply. However, the non-agreed
forms of the report do not include a statement regarding the adoption of the report by the director of the oblast. They also do not include a signature line to consent the taxpayer to the assessment and collection, so a waiver is required. See IRM 4.10.8.5.2 for instructions on how to prepare bounces. The following report forms are used for
income tax cases. Office Expertise may use Form 4549 instead of Form 4549-A. If form 4549 is used, the failure is optional. In some cases, it may be necessary to establish separate estimates for taxpayers who have submitted a joint refund. For example, when only one spouse signs an agreement and the deficit is not fully paid, you may
need to make an assessment regarding the reconciliation, or obliged , of the wife in order to protect the statute of limitations for that taxpayer while no agreed procedures apply to another spouse. Similarly, a separate assessment must be made when only one spouse does not petition the tax court after receiving a 90-day letter. In these
situations, individual assessments made using MFT 31 as long as the SSNs are valid (no stars). If invalid master file procedures are found in IRM 21.7.12, no master file (NMF) configuration and IRM 3.17.46 automatic accounting does not master the file to be applied. While an assessment will be made on the couple's obliged, no
collection notices will be sent until the case is eventually resolved (and the valuation is adjusted if necessary). At the time, an MFT 31 score would be created for another man. If only one of the spouses signs an adequate protest asking for an appeal and no response is received from the other spouse, the case will usually be sent to
appeals as long as there is sufficient time for the statute of limitations for both spouses. In other words, one signature on protests can be adequate. However, if one of the spouses agrees and one protests, a separate assessment may be necessary for the couple to owe, especially if the statute of limitations for that spouse is inevitable.
Either way, note Form 3198 that one of the spouses signed the waiver, so the CPC can calculate the interest accordingly. If one spouse agrees and the other does not respond to a 30-day letter, a separate assessment must be set up on the obliged spouse before the case is sent to the Technical Services for the 90-day letter procedures.
MFT 31 account creation procedures: Request to create an MFT account for the obliged spouses by preparing Form 3177, Notice of Action for admission Master file. The top section of form 3177 will be completed by using the primary SSN. Under Other, put TC 971 as the transaction code in an empty field and status bar Action ID 103.
Also include the couple's obliged (conciliation) SSN as XREF SSN: XXX-XX-XXXX . In the Other MFT row, the code column displays 30 and make sure that the taxable period is listed in the correct column (a separate form 3177 is required for each year). TC 971 and the corresponding action code on the MFT 30 account will create an
MFT 31 account for the XREF SSN listed. EEfax Form 3177 cpc and request a partial assessment on the obliged spouse: Form 3198, Form 5344 and the agreed report are required in addition to Form 3177. Note on form 3198, type TC 971 for the added form 3177 . Include your name and fax number so that the CPC can send you a copy
of Form 5344 after a partial assessment. Form 5344 must be provisioned manually and should display MFT 30 and primary SSN. In the upper-left corner of form 5344, put the S in an empty next AMCLS. In paragraph 56 put P or S depending on whether the assessment is carried out on the primary or secondary spouses. EEfax these
forms of PDA while you continue to keep the case. See the PDA website for EEfax exam numbers. Continue normal inconsistent procedures for disagreeing/petitioning spouses. Link an IMFOLT or copy of Form 5344 obtained from the CPC, showing that a partial score on another man was made on MFT 31. Close the case by using
normal RGS procedures, and then select the MFT 31 ratings check box on form 3198. Examiners should contact IRM 21.6.8, Split Spousal Assessment (MFT 31/MFT 65), for more information. For most Office reports, Expertise Examiners will use standard explanations in IRM 4.10.10, standard items and explanation adjustments and
CSG. The explanations contain enough information to enable the taxpayer to challenge the matter. Alternatively, leading sheets can be added to the report to explain the problems, but examiners must follow the format in IRM 4.10.8.12.4(2). For field examination, a copy of the examiner's wired sheet relating to each issue will be added to
the report to explain the subjects. For each problem, you must use a separate lead sheet. If the problem applies to more than one year, you should display the problem on one merged lead sheet. A copy of each sheet of the potential release record used as an attachment to the exam report must be modified to remove additional
information that does not apply to the Conclusion, facts, applicable law, and the position of the taxpayer (for example, audit steps and references to work paper should usually be deleted, depending on facts and circumstances). You should use the following format: Name — Each sheet of potential lead must be indexed and named to
match the adjustments in the audit report. See IRM 4.10.9.7.2, prompts: Indexing. Wired worksheets for problems with certain adjustment amounts should display for the refund, the amount for the audit and the adjustment received. Conclusion — To assimilate the conclusion of the Position of the Service. To link the facts, as noted earlier,
to the quoted authorities through a narrative discussion in support of the Service's position. Also include refuting the Service to the position of the taxpayer reflected on the leading sheet. For information about how to prepare rebuttals in response to a protest, see IRM 4.10.8.12.9.3. Facts — Each leading sheet should contain statements of
the facts on which the adjustment is based. The statement should be narrative. The facts should be relevant to the issue and should be laid out accurately and objectively. It is necessary to include facts favorable both to the position of the Service and to the position of the taxpayer. Applicable legislation — the relevant body must be
correctly quoted and explained (if necessary). The rulings, opinions and decisions relied 100 should be clearly defined and defined in the explanation. Quotes are optional when the adjustment is based entirely on facts (e.g., identity theft issues). However, the reports should be informative for the taxpayer. If the adjustment is supported by
several sections of the tax code, all of them must be reflected. For example, to maintain non-conspring of business expenses, IRC 162(a), ordinary and necessary business expenses, and IRC 6001, lack of justification, should be included in the narrative. The position of the taxpayer — The position of the taxpayer must be stated (in
narrative form) if known. The legal authority, if any, that the taxpayer uses as the basis of his argument should also be cited. If the taxpayer has provided a written statement of position, includes the entire application in this section or summarizes the statement and includes the entire document in the report as an exhibit. The alternative
position is the secondary position, which the Service may ultimately rely on if the main position is not supported. The main position should be one that will lead to greater responsibility when considering two positions. All alternative positions must be resolved or appeals will not raise them in case they do not support the original position.
Therefore, the examiner must carefully document the facts, law, position of the taxpayer and the conclusion for all alternative positions that can be applied if the primary position is not sustained. Alternative positions should be discussed with the taxpayer, or his authorized representative prior to issuing an exam report. An alternative
position should be used for tax legislation that supports two completely separate positions. For example: When an adjustment is proposed to attribute the loss through IRC 183, the activity is not engaged for profit; any adjustments to IRC 162 for business expenses must be included as an alternative position to IRC 183. When the
Employer did not issue Form(s) 1099 and did not provide ten from employees, the examiner may offer expenses as a primary position. Strong alternative alternative maintenance costs. See IRM 4.10.8.12.5.1(4) for the reporting procedure for this alternate position. When a penalty for fraud is alleged, part of the negligence/substantial
understatement of punishment related to accuracy must be resolved as an alternative position. Once a fraudulent non-show of a fine (FFTF) is alleged, the non-adesurance of a fine (FTF) should be decided as an alternative position. When a penalty related to accuracy related to a substantial understatement of income tax is not claimed
through allegations of negligence or neglect of rules or regulations, include substantial understatement of the fine as an alternative position. When a substantial understatement of a fine is claimed, part of the penalty relating to accuracy must be resolved as an alternative position in the event of a tax cut as a result of a substantial penalty
no longer applies. Certificates on alternative positions in inconsistent cases: IRM 4.10.6.4, Finalization of IRM penalties definition 4.23.10.16.3, Alternative and whipsaw positions in unagreed cases of IRM 20.1.5.3.2, general specifics of accuracy related and civil fraud fines IRM 25.1.4.3.10, Preparation of charge report Include in section
Other information primary examination report This report includes alternative issues(s) for which tax calculations were not calculated. Refer to the attachments with the inscription Alternative question for facts, the law, the position of the taxpayer and the conclusion related to alternative issues(s). If the taxpayer requests a report that
reflects tax calculations as a result of alternative issues, the examiner can generate a report and provide it to the taxpayer. The report should be clearly marked as Alternative Issues at the top of the report. Facts, the law, the position of the taxpayer and the conclusion on the alternative position on the issue will be presented on a separate
leading sheet from the original position. At the top of each lead sheet, an alternate position will be marked as alternate. Leading sheets of alternate questions will be placed on non-subtractory reports for the primary position. To reserve the retention of an alternative position, the examiner must discuss the issue of reserve withholding with
the taxpayer and include a leading sheet or form 886-A, including facts, law, taxpayer position and conclusion, as well as Form 4668-B, a report on changes in employment tax expertise, as an attachment to the non-consistent report. Write an alternate issue at the top of the attachments and place behind an unmenthered report for the
primary position. See IRM Exhibit 4.23.10-4, Form 4668-B, An Examination Report withheld federal income tax, for instructions on how to complete Form 4668-B. Do not create a separate backup of the withholding case materials or set the case to ERCS. Form 4665 can be used to transfer case files to appeals, but examiners must form
4665 or any similar document document do not contain statements or comments aimed at influencing the decision-making process of the appellate instance. This includes recommendations on what appeals should be considered and how appeals should resolve the case. It is permissible to include a neutral list of non-agreed issues,
without discussion, and specify which ones, if any, are coordinated issues. Information related to the management conference should be documented in Form 9984, not Form 4665. If Form 4665 contains statements or comments that may be construed as prohibited former communications, or include prohibited communications, regardless
of whether such content is included as part of a document that is either placed on top of the case files as a transfer or inserted into the case files in conjunction with the preparation of the case to pass the appeal, the document must be passed on to the examiner to the taxpayer and the representative at the time the case file is sent to the
Court of Appeal. Ex parte communication is an oral or written communication that occurs between any Appellate Employee and employees of other IRS functions, without the taxpayer/representative being given the opportunity to participate in communication. 2012-18, 2012-10 I.R.B. 455. View the IRM 4.2.7, Ex Parte Communications
and Ex Parte Communications website for more information and guidance. Items requiring protection against unauthorized or unintentional disclosure with form TDF 15-05.11, Sensitive but unclassified (SBU) cover letter, should not be included or referenced to Form 4665. Examples include fraud referrals and whistleblower identification.
Typically, 30-day letters must be issued to the taxpayer and representative in person. However, if the circumstances need to send a 30-day letter, the examiner must follow the procedure in this section. 30-day emails will be sent by regular mail unless deemed necessary to document mailing and delivery. In such cases, you should use
certified or registered mail and request a refund receipt. In case of a joint refund, follow the procedures in IRM 4.10.1.2.2.1, separate message requirements to send a 30-day letter. A copy of the 30-day letter must be sent to a representative of the taxpayer. For more guidance on sending correspondence to a taxpayer representative, see
IRM 4.10.8.2.3. A copy of the 30-day letter and report must be stored in the case files. View the IRM 4.10.9.9 Build Case Files for closing. Field examination: After issuing a 30-day letter, the case must be updated to status code 13. Office Expertise: Examiners must update the case within 15 days by using the ERCS 04 action code. In
general, the Statement of Procedural Regulations 601.105(d)(1) does not provide for an extension of the time for responding to the 30-day letter. However, as a matter of practice, extensions can be provided with Circumstances. Reasonable circumstances include but are not limited to the following: the taxpayer retains and demonstrates
the need for more time to prepare meaningful protest. The taxpayer retains a new representative. Illness or injury to the taxpayer or representative. The issues are complex and require extensive research. Requests for extensions should be in writing and should indicate the reasons why extra time is needed. Since many requests are
made over the phone, the extension can be granted verbally and confirmed in writing after receiving a written request. An extension should not be granted if the statute of limitations expires within 240 days and the granting of an extension will not leave sufficient time to hear the case. In such circumstances, the continuation of the
response to the 30-day letter will depend on ensuring the extension of the statute of limitations. Extensions are provided by a group leader or an appointed management official. The taxpayer must be notified in writing of the extension and the specific extended response date. Letter 686, Extending the time for certain actions signed by the
group leader, will be used for this purpose. Extensions are typically granted no more than 30 days unless a specific reason supports additional time. If the taxpayer lives outside the United States, the 30-day letter must be changed to allow for a reasonable period of time to respond. The taxpayer can respond to the 30-day letter in a variety
of ways. Here are instructions based on the type of response. If the taxpayer provides additional information after issuing a 30-day letter, the examiner should evaluate the information, and then follow the applicable procedures in the table below. If the exam report changes as a result of additional information, follow the corrected report
procedures in IRM 4.10.8.14(4) through (6). If the taxpayer agrees or re-signs up for full or partial payment in response to the 30-day letter, examiners must follow the applicable procedures in the table below: If the taxpayer responds to a 30-day letter by requesting an appeal conference, examiners must follow the applicable procedures in
that unit. If it is not specifically excluded from the appeal, all cases are entitled to an appeal conference if the taxpayer submits an adequate formal written protest (when required), or a small request for a case. To be deemed adequate, a formal written protest and a small case request must contain all the information required by Pub 5
(with exceptions listed in the table below). The adequacy of the protest is generally not determined on the basis of its material content, such as whether the protest contains sufficient factual or legal support. The taxpayer submits a formal written protest and cites the Internal Revenue Code §162, but provides no reason for their
disagreement and any factual information to maintain their position, as required by Pub 5. Therefore, the protest is inadequate; the examiner must return the protest to the taxpayer and provide additional time for It. See (3)(d) below. The taxpayer submits a small request for a case and points to discrepancies based solely on the
impossibility of payment. The protest is inadequate; the examiner must return the protest to the taxpayer and give the taxpayer additional time to improve it. See (3)(d) below. The taxpayer submits a formal written protest with the information needed by Pub 5 addressing the issues raised in the 30-day letter, reasons for dissent and factual
information to maintain its position on these issues. The examiner disagrees with the taxpayer's facts and/or does not consider the taxpayer's position to be sufficiently supported; However, the protest is adequate because it contains all the information needed by Pub 5. The examiner must determine whether a rebuttal is needed before the
case is forwarded for appeal. See (3)(f) below. When the taxpayer requests an Appeal Conference, examiners must follow the applicable procedures in the table below: When a rebuttal is required, it must be prepared using Form 886-A and address: Statements, facts and arguments that have not previously been addressed in the exam
report New arguments or facts put forward by the taxpayer Actual differences between the examination report and the protest a copy of the retaliation must be given to the taxpayer at the time the case is sent to the Appellate Appeals Examiners use Letter 5072, the Examiner's Rebuttal, to convey a rebuttal to the taxpayer. Letter 5072 with
attached rebuttal must be included in the taxpayer's protest in the case files, as provided in IRM 4.10.9.9.3(1)(e). In order to comply with the general time frame for closing an unenapproved case with the group, all actions (e.g. securing consent, improvement or refutation of protest, holding a group manager conference, etc.) must be
completed within 20 days of receiving a formal written protest or request in case the case does not require additional development. See IRM 4.10.8.2.4.3. Field expertise: When a taxpayer requests an appeal conference, revenue agent cases remain in state code 13 (see IRM 4.10.8.12.7(6) unless additional development is required (see
IRM 4.10.8.12.9.3(3)(e) above). If additional development is required, the case must be updated to status code 12. Office examination: Upon receipt of a formal written protest or small case request, the case must be updated to the ERCS 03 action code, the Request for Appeal Conference and the cleanup date set for 7 days. If additional
development is required (see If IRM 4.10.8.12.9.3(3)(e) is higher), the case must be updated to the appropriate ERCS action code depending on the next action required. When the examiner has completed all the action and the case will be ready to close, it must be updated to the action code 11, managerial review and protests, which by
default is the date of the purge today and presented to the head of the group. Team leaders use the report ERCS action code and over-cleaning report to monitor incidents to ensure timely action, including case transfer If the taxpayer does not distribute a small case request or formal written protest within the permitted time but has
indicated their intention to do so, examiners must issue: Letter 923, Letter extending the time to file a protest, or letter 923-C, letter extending the time to file a protest (Unchanged with adjustment). Letter 923 (or applicable letter) is sent to the taxpayer as a reminder of the message of protest. Letter 923 must be issued no later than seven
calendar days after the original 30-day letter expires. The Office Examiners will update the case file by using the ERCS 07 action code. If the 30-day email is returned as under-delivered, you must try to get the correct address (see <a0><a1> Get the right address </a1><a2></a2></a0> . IRM 4.10.2.8.4 cannot deliver initial contact letters).
If the correct address of the taxpayer is determined, a 30-day letter will be sent to the new address. The period in which the taxpayer can respond begins with the date when the letter is sent to a new address. If the correct address of the taxpayer cannot be determined and the case leads to a shortage, close the case to technical services
to issue a deficiency notice. If the incident leads to a reassessment, close to the PDA to process. If the taxpayer has not submitted a small case request or formal written protest in response to the 30-day letter and the examiner has taken action at points (1) or (2) if possible, close the case as follows: cases must be closed from the group
within 20 days of the expiration of the time (including extension) allowed to file a protest. If the taxpayer cited new information or evidence related to the issues in the undervalued report, the Appeals Will release jurisdiction and return the case for examination so that the examiner can evaluate new information and make an audit
determination. See IRM 8.6.1.6.5, the taxpayer provides new information. The examiner must document the release of leading sheets and supporting documents to reflect the assessment of new information or evidence. In addition, the examiner must follow the table below to determine the appropriate action required. The procedures in
this subsection relate to cases that are not docked. For docking cases, see <a0><a1> Dock cases </a1><a2>< If the taxpayer raises a new issue on appeals, appeals will release jurisdiction and return the case for examination so that the examiner can assess the new issue and make an audit determination. See IRM 8.6.1.6.4, the
taxpayer raises a new issue. The examiner must create lead sheet(s) release and workpapers support to reflect the assessment of the new issue. In addition, the examiner must follow the table below to determine the appropriate action required: If the Appeals have previously made public the jurisdiction of the case and returned its
examination for additional work, it must be at least 180 days remaining on the statute of limitations when the case enters the Appeal a second time. Group allow a minimum of 30 days to deliver and process the case through technical services. Therefore, 210 days must remain on the statute when the case is closed from the group. The
time spent by examiners to prepare an unmistured report and accompanying explanatory leading sheets or standard explanations is charged in the case for direct examination time (DET). The time spent by examiners on the letter's 30-day activities (including protest reviews and subsequent letter) will be reported using the non-review
code of activity 646. Preparation of the report (including explanatory letters of potential persons or standard explanations) is not reported in accordance with Code of Activity 646. Previous (30-day) letters are used to provide taxpayers with a copy of the exam report and advise them of their appeals rights when they disagree with the
results of the examination. Refer to the Statement of Procedural Regulations 601.105(d) - Thirty-two-year letter and protests for legal powers and additional explanations. Typically, a 30-Day Letter: Tax Compliance Officers (TCO) - Letter 915 (issued with the first report) Field Expertise National and International Business Compliance -
Letter 950-Z Transferee/Transferor Cases - Letter 955. See IRM 4.10.13.3, Transfer transfer responsibility. Previous (30-day) letter procedures apply to income, property, gifts, excise and labor tax affairs. According to the appeal, 365 days must remain on the statute when they receive the case. The Group must consider a minimum of 30
days for processing, taking into account the requirements of the statute. Managerial participation is necessary in cases that are not consistent. A previous (30-day) letter from the field group generally should not be issued to the taxpayer unless the manager contacted the taxpayer and/or representative to try to resolve tax disputes and
reach a deal. If the case is an unanswered/unanswered case, the manager will check to see if the address has been confirmed. These efforts will be documented in the case files. Form 9984 can be used for this purpose. Fast Track Settlement (FTS) is available in LB&I cases. FTS can be initiated at any time after the problem has been
fully developed. For more information, see the IRM 4.51.4, LB&I/Appeals Fast Track Settlement Program (FTS). Letters are issued in cases of changes and in no cases of changes related to the undervaluation in full of claims for refunds. The exceptions are cases of fraud related to criminal prosecution and frivolous files/unfilters when the
Appeal has no jurisdiction for these cases. For frivolous files/unfiltered examiners use letter 1963, Frivolous Filer Examination Transmittal, to pass the report and explain why administrative appeal rights do not apply. If the return survey leads to a deficiency or revaluation that is compensated (no deficit or revaluation net operating loss may
require a limited interest calculation. If the taxpayer disagrees with the results of the examination, they will be the same opportunity to request an appeal hearing as if a deficit/reassessment was involved. IRC 6651(f), Fraudulent File Failure Cases (FFTF) — Part of the FFTF fine relating to the amount of tax indicated for profit is assessed
immediately and is not subject to deficit procedures. In order for the facts of a particular case to be upheld by fraud, and because the FFTF penalty assessment relating to the amount shown on the return will not be reviewed by the Tax Court, all 30-day letters proposing a FFTF fine must be reviewed and approved by the district councillor



before issuing. In addition, the statute of limitations for assessing such part will not be suspended by issuing a notice for the rest of it. The report forms used to present audit results for an inconsistent case are similar to those used for coordinated cases, and instructions for filling out agreed case reports are generally applied. However,
these non-agreed forms of the report do not include a signature line for taxpayer consent to valuation and foreclosure. Inconsistent cases are except agreed cases. Instructions for preparing failures (Form 870) are provided in the instructions for preparing failures in IRM 4.10.8.5.2 programs. There is also no statement regarding the
adoption of the report by the director of the region. The following report forms are used for inconsistent cases. Using Form 4549–A is not required for Office Expertise instead of Form 4549. In some cases, it may be necessary to establish separate estimates for taxpayers who have submitted a joint refund. For example, when only one
spouse signs an agreement and the deficit is not fully paid, the other spouse may need to make an assessment, or owe the couple. Similarly, a separate assessment must be made when only one spouse does not petition the tax court after receiving a 90-day letter. In these situations, individual assessments made using MFT 31 as long as
the SSNs are valid (no stars). If invalid, no master file procedures that are found in IRM 21.7.12 and IRM 3.17.46 will apply. While an assessment will be made on the couple's obliged, no collection notices will be sent until the case is eventually resolved (and the valuation is adjusted if necessary). At the time, an MFT 31 score would be
created for another man. If only one of the spouses signs an adequate protest asking for an appeal and no response is received from the other spouse, the case will usually be sent to appeals as long as there is sufficient time for the statute of limitations for both spouses. In other words, one signature on protests can be adequate.
However, if one of the spouses agrees and one protests, a separate assessment may be necessary for the couple to owe, especially if the statute of limitations for that spouse is inevitable. Either way, note Form 3198 that one of the spouses signed the waiver, so the CPC can calculate the interest accordingly. If one agrees and another
does not respond to the 30-day letter, a separate assessment must be set up on the couple's obliged before the case is sent to the Technical Services for the 90-day letter procedures. Procedures for creating an MFT 31 account: Request to create an MFT 31 account for a required spouse by preparing Form 3177. The top section of form
3177 will be completed by using the primary SSN. In the Other section, put TC 971 in an empty box, and action code 102 is listed on the line (Action CODE 103 is used unless both spouses are reconciled, but only one tax court petition after receiving the 90-day letter). Also on the line Other is obliged (agreeing) SSN spouses celebrated
as XREF SSN: XXX-XX-XXXX. Complete the MFT Code (30) and taxable period (a separate form 3177 is required for each year). TC 971 and the corresponding action code on the MFT 30 account will create an MFT 31 account for the XREF SSN listed. Send or fax form 3177 to CCP/FORT manager and request a partial assessment
made to the obliged spouse: Forms 3198, 5344 and exam report required in addition to Form 3177. Note On form 3198, you type TC 971 for the added form 3177. Include your name and fax number so that the CPC can fax you a copy of Form 5344 after a partial evaluation. Form 5344 will show the MFT 30 and the main SSN. In the
upper-left corner of form 5344, put the S in an empty next AMCLS. In paragraph 56 put P or S depending on whether the assessment is carried out on the primary or secondary spouses. This is manual entry, so if CSG does not print form 5344 with this information, it can be written manually on the form. Send or send these fax forms to
CCP/FORT Manager while you continue to hold the case. Continue normal inconsistent procedures for disagreeing/petitioning spouses. Link IMFOLT and/or a copy of form 5344 derived from case handling, showing that a partial assessment against another man was made on MFT 31. Close the case as you normally would (including RGS
CEAS), but note form 3198 that manual closure is required through MFT 31 evaluation. Examiners can contact IRM 21.6.8, Split Spousal Assessment (MFT 31/MFT 65), for more information. A copy of the examiner's wired sheet related to each adjusted problem will be attached to the report form to explain the adjusted elements. For each
adjustment, use a separate lead sheet. If the setting applies to year 1, the adjustment should appear on the same combined lead sheet. To validate a field, use the following format: Name — Each sheet of potential lead must be 3.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1. See IRM 4.10.9.7.2, Working Prompts: Indexing. The lead
sheet should display the refund amount, audit amount, and adjustment you received. Facts — Each leading sheet will include statements of facts on which Adjustments. The application must be narrative form. The facts should be relevant to the issue and should be laid out accurately and objectively. It is necessary to include facts
favorable both to the position of the Service and to the position of the taxpayer. Applicable law — the relevant body must be correctly quoted and explained (if necessary). The rulings, opinions and decisions that are relied upon should be clearly defined and defined in the explanation. Quotes are optional when adjustments are completely
orized on facts, or when they serve no useful purpose. However, the reports should be informative for the taxpayer. The position of the taxpayer — The position of the taxpayer must be stated (in narrative form) if known. The legal authority, if any, that the taxpayer uses as the basis of his argument should also be cited. If the taxpayer has
provided a written statement of position, includes the entire application in this section or summarizes the statement and includes the entire document in the report as an exhibit. The argument is to link the facts, as previously stated, to the quoted authorities through a narrative discussion in support of the Service's position. Also include the
Service's refutation of the taxpayer's position. The examiner's argument will be included in the new section of the law of the relevant letter of interest issue. Conclusion — Briefly to conclude the position of the Service. A copy of each worksheet of a potential release record used as an attachment to an examination report can be modified to
remove additional information (such as cross-reference to worksheet paper, audit steps that were not used during auditing, etc.) that would not have been used by the taxpayer or representative. An alternative position for the issue in the case agreed in the case is a secondary position that the Service may ultimately rely on if the primary
position cannot be supported. An alternative position is recommended because appeals in general will not raise new issues. Therefore, the examiner must outline all alternative positions that can be applied if the primary position is not supported. Primary and secondary positions will generally address a different set of laws and arguments.
Because of this, tax calculations for alternate positions may differ from the original position. An alternative position should be used for tax legislation that supports two completely separate positions. For example, when an adjustment is proposed to prohibit business expenses through IRC 183, the hobby loss clause; The IRC 162 setting
must be recorded as an alternate IRC 183 position. The primary position should be greater on commitments when considering two positions. An alternative position is not required for adjustment, which is supported by several sections of the tax law code for one position. For example, to support non-modification of business expenses, IRC
162(a), ordinary and necessary business expenses, and IRC 6001, lack of justification, can be included in one Adjustments. An alternative position should be discussed with the taxpayer, or authorized representative prior to issuing an examination report. The alternative position report should be included in the report presented to the
taxpayer. Facts, law, the position of the taxpayer and conclusions on the alternative position on the issue will be presented on a separate leading sheet from the original position. If tax calculations change through an alternate position, a separate form 4549–A from the primary position will be prepared in addition to a separate lead sheet.
Alternative issues will be marked at the top of each of these report forms for an alternate position. The alternate position report will be placed on a report containing the primary position. For inconsistent cases that contain multiple related issues, you will not need to prepare alternative tax calculations in form 4549–A for each combination of
alternate issues. Form 4549–A and relevant leading sheets will be prepared for priority issues. However, only leading sheets will be prepared for alternative issues. If a partial agreement is with removed in conjunction with a correlational (i.e. whip) adjustment, and the taxpayer wants to agree to non-correlated adjustments to safe form
870. Form 870 should specifically indicate that the correlation adjustment is/is not displayed in calculation deficits or revaluations. Maintaining a backup is a strong alternative position in a case where the Employer has not issued Form 1099 and has not received ITN from employees. The maintenance backup procedures can be found in
IRM 4.23.8.13, IRC 3406 – Backup Hold. Negligence/substantial understatement of part of the penalty related to accuracy is the standard alternative position when claiming a penalty for fraud. Failure to file a fine (FTF) is the standard alternative position of fraudulent non-modification of penalties (FFTF). When a penalty related to
accuracy related to a substantial understatement of income tax is not argued through allegations of negligence or neglect of rules or regulations, an unconfirmed report will include substantial understatement as an alternative position. Reference to alternative position in non-substantive cases: IRM 4.10.6.4 - Final determination of penalties
IRM 4.23.10.16.3 - Alternative and whip positions in inconsistent IRM cases 20.1.5.3.2 - General features of penalties, related to accuracy and civil fraud IRM 25.1.4.3.10 - Preparation of pre-trial report In general, previous (30-day) letters allow the taxpayer 30 days to request an appeal hearing of their case. To do this, the following form
letters are used, specific to the type of incident: Letter 950 — for direct deficiency, direct reassessment or mixed deficiency and reassessment of cases of field expertise; Letter 950-Z - for direct deficit, direct revaluation or mixed deficit and revaluation, field survey of domestic and international business compliance cases; Nov 915 — for
direct direct reassessment, or mixed deficit and reassessment of office exam cases; Letter 569 — for cases of undervaluation of the claim; Sheet 3391 — for unfilters; Letter 1125 — for the preparation of penalty cases; and Sheet 1963 – for frivolous files/unfilters. Cases of limited interest — the examiner will need to prepare, and the
manager to approve a letter with a picture after the above letters of the form. The form sheet is not available due to infrequability. The letter should address the issue of limited interest, not the deficit or the revaluation of the tax. Contact IRM 4.10.8.12.6 for current instructions on how to use Form 4665. Previous (30-day) Letters will include
the following documents: Corresponding letter form; Examination report and refusal; Publication 3498, Exam Process (or Publications 1, 5, and 594). Publication of 3498 should always be concluded with a previous (30-day) letter, even if it was provided with a preliminary report or letter. (Pub 3498 is optional if letter 950-Z is issued.)
Previous emails will be sent by regular mail unless it is deemed necessary to document mailing and delivery. In such cases, you should use certified or registered mail and request a refund receipt. Previous (30-day) letters must be prepared by the examiner, and may include the name of the examiner or the name of the group leader, as
the situation warrants, in the contact area of the letter. The authority to sign and issue letters has been delegated to group leaders. In case of joint return, each spouse will be sent the full original of the Previous Letter. A copy of the Previous Letter must be sent to a representative of the taxpayer. A copy of the Previous Letter will be stored
in the case files. After sending the previous letter, the case will be held in a busy file group. Managers will ensure proper control over affairs in 30-day status. In general, the Statement of Procedural Regulations 601.105(d)1 does not provide for an extension of the time to respond to previous (30-day) Letters. However, as a matter of
practice, extensions can be provided under reasonable circumstances. Reasonable circumstances include but are not limited to the following: the taxpayer retains a representative and demonstrates the need for more time to prepare meaningful protest, the taxpayer retains a new representative, illness or injury to the taxpayer or
representative, or the issues are complex and require extensive research. Requests for extensions should be in writing and should indicate the reasons why extra time is needed. Since many requests are made over the phone, the extension can be granted verbally and confirmed in writing after receiving a written request. An extension
should not be granted if the statute of limitations expires within 240 days and the granting of an extension will not leave sufficient time to hear the case. In such circumstances, the continuation of the response to the Previous Letter will depend on the extension of the statute of limitations. Extensions are provided by a group leader or an
appointed management official. The taxpayer must be notified in writing of the extension and the specific extended response date. To do this, you will use sheet 686. Extensions are typically granted no more than 30 days unless a specific reason supports additional time. If the taxpayer lives outside the United States, the 30-day letter must
be changed to allow for a reasonable period of time to respond. If the exam report changes after the 30-day letter has been issued, follow the corrected report procedures and request a deal. If the taxpayer does not agree to the corrected report, follow these steps, respectively: If the corrected report reduces the preliminary exam report
and does not raise new issues, the case can be closed after the initial 30 days. No new 30-day letter is needed. If the corrected report raises new issues(s) or the proposed deficit increases, a new 30-day letter will be issued if enough time remains for the statute of limitations. If the signed contract form (or full payment not marked as
deposit 6603) is received in response to the Previous Letter, the case will be closed from the group within 10 days of receiving the report using the agreed procedures for closing the case. If the taxpayer points to consent to part of the report, a partial agreement is requested. If a partial agreement is received, the process is in accordance
with IRM 4.10.8.6. The case will remain in 30-day tensions pending either protest or default for the remaining issues. If the waiver is not signed, but a partial money transfer is received (not specifically marked as a deposit in the nature of deposit 6603) the payment will not be treated as a partial payment of tax unless the taxpayer marks it
as such. Contact the taxpayer by phone to ask if the payment was intended to pay tax or deposit 6603 . Document the conversation in the case files. If the taxpayer cannot be reached, develop a further letter to inform the taxpayer we have not received a protest or signed waiver or adjustment agreement; we received a money transfer and
should know if they intended the money transfer to be the payment of tax deficit or deposit 6603; and we need to get a response within 15 days of the date of the letter or the case will be closed for issuing the Deficit Notice. If the taxpayer contacted and agrees to all adjustments but was unable to pay all liability at the time and intended the
money transfer to be a partial payment, have the taxpayer sign the waiver and determine whether the taxpayer has the right to installments. Process the payment as a partial payment. Do not hold the payment until the waiver is received. If the payment was to be deposit 6603, contact the taxpayer that if we do not receive a protest or have
not signed the waiver, A shortfall will be issued. The taxpayer can respond by requesting an appeal. The following appeal request procedure applies to both field assistance and field/office examination. Appeal request — Field/Office examinations In any case, when the total amount of the proposed additional tax, addition to tax and
penalties, proposed revaluation, or claimed reimbursement, credit or reduction for any tax period, does not exceed $25,000, the request for appeal is carried out using small procedures of the case. These procedures require a written request asking them to consider an appeal, pointing to changes that the taxpayer disagrees with and any
reason for disagreeing. A case of a deficit exceeding $25,000 requires formal written protest. If the taxpayer submits a formal written protest, it will be considered at the group level, as flagged by management, within seven days of receipt to determine whether: Protest is adequate, the case requires further development by the examiner,
the examiner's report must be changed, the written protest of the taxpayer includes the necessary documents. The formal written protest of the taxpayer should contain the following: The statement that the taxpayer wants to appeal the examiner's findings in the Appellate Cabinet; Name of the taxpayer and address and daily phone
number; A copy of the letter with the proposed changes and conclusions being tested, or the date and symbols from the letter; Tax periods or years; Detailed adjustment schedule with which the taxpayer disagrees; Laying out facts supporting the taxpayer's position on any contested factual issue; A statement outlining the law or other
authority, if any, that the taxpayer relies on; and the declaration of truth under paragraph F above under punishment for untruthfulness. This can be done by adding the following signed declaration to the protest document: Under punishment for perseverance, I declare that I have investigated the facts set out in this protest, including any
accompanying documents and, to my knowledge and beliefs, they are true, correct and complete. If the taxpayer's representative protests the taxpayer, the representative may include the replacement of the taxpayer declaration described in paragraph (7)h above. The declaration will be defied: the representative prepared a protest and
accompanying documents; and does the representative know personally that the facts contained in the protest and accompanying documents are true and correct. Protest must be returned to the taxpayer if incomplete and additional time is granted to improve the document. The signature of only one of the spouses at the protest about the
joint return does not make the protest inadequate. The case must be returned to the examiner for further development if the protest contains information guaranteeing consideration. Cases returned for additional development should be priority work and taking into account the dedication of attention. If you want to or the head of the group
feels that there is something in the protest that does not change the definition, but requires further comment or explanation and is not confidential, a rebuttal can be prepared and included in the case files before it is sent to the Appeal. In case of readiness to refute, the copy must also be provided to the taxpayer. The appeals will not return
the case for further development. The head of the group should try to discuss controversial issues with the taxpayer (representative) in an attempt to resolve the issue, get a deal and limit the burden of the taxpayer. If an agreement is not reached, the case will be upon appeals. If the taxpayer verbally asks for the transfer of jurisdiction for
appeal and a written protest is completed, the case files will be promptly sent to the local Appellate Office serving the transfer territory. This procedure applies even if the taxpayer requested a hearing in the appellate office other than serving the transfer site. The fact that the taxpayer was issued a Statutory Notice of Deficit does not
exclude the transfer of protest cases to appeals for: Other taxable periods of the same taxpayer, Other types of tax for the same taxable periods for the same taxpayer, or the Proposal in a compromise covering the same type of tax and the same taxable periods of the taxpayer. Appeals may also require jurisdiction of cases involving
cases described in (13) above. The case can be passed to the Appeal with a copy of the taxpayer's refund if: A transcript of the invoice is added to the duplicate return; and the case does not involve fraud, hazard assessment, joint committee case or statutory deficit notice issued as a basis for closure. Requests from requests for
additional information or further fact-checking in the tested case will be completed expediently. Field examination — If the taxpayer has not filed a protest within the permitted time frame, but has indicated its intention to do so, Letter 923 will be sent to the taxpayer to allow an additional 15 days to file a protest. Letter 923 must be issued no
later than seven calendar days after the original Previous Letter expires. If the previous email is returned as unsuitable for delivering an address in the file, an attempt will be made to obtain the correct address. If the correct address of the taxpayer is determined, the previous email will be sent to the new address. The period in which the
taxpayer can respond starts with the date when the letter was sent to the new address. If the correct taxpayer address cannot be determined, this case will be processed as outlined in IRM 4.10.8.13.11. If the Previous Letter offers a reassessment or underestimation of the claim without changing the tax liability, no further action should be
taken. The case must be closed as outlined in IRM 4.10.8.13.11. If the subsequent letter is not received, the case will be processed as specified in IRM 4.10.8.13.11. Cases of be shut out of the group immediately within 20 days after the end of time (including extensions) allowed to file a protest. Cases of deficiency — The statutory notice
of deficiency will be prepared by the Technical Services and issued when no response to the previous (30-day) letter is received under the following conditions: It seems reasonable that the taxpayer or authorized representative received the Previous (30-day) Letter or, if not received, the Service carries out due diligence in determining the
last known address of the taxpayer. The taxpayer is temporarily absent and is expected not to return for a reasonable period of time, or has not returned after being granted a reasonable extension. Further action was taken without success. A notice was issued requiring IRC 534(b) in cases involving alleged unreasonable accumulation of
profits and profits. See IRM 4.8.9.4 when it appears to be for examination group instructions. Regardless of the conditions set forth in paragraph (2) above, the statutory notice of deficiency will be issued within the time limits stipulated by law, if the statute of limitations expires within 150 days and the taxpayer does not comply with the
consent to extend the statute of limitations. See IRM 4.8.9.4. Proposed revaluation — If the taxpayer does not respond to a previous letter advising the proposed revaluation (adjustments that reduce the tax liability exceed the adjustment that increases the tax liability), the case will be closed from the group to the Case Review to assess
the revaluation. Prohibition of claim — If the taxpayer does not respond to a previous letter advising them on the undervaluation of the claim, the Technical Services will issued a Notice of Undervaluation of the claim. If there are no changes to the tax liability (no deficit, no revaluation), specify in Form 3198, Issue Letter 906, the final full
claim of disapproval concluded inside the case materials. If the claim is prohibited in part with the revaluation received, specify in form 3198: Letter 905, the final letter of partial claim attached to the case file. Both letters contain multiple lines for the examiner to insert reasons for disapproval. Fill in the letter, in addition to the date, include
the reasons for disapproval and place the letter inside the to-do file at the top. Labor tax affairs — A preliminary (30-day) Letter will be issued in employment tax cases to advise taxpayers of all non-agreed proposed adjustments to their tax liabilities and conclusions reached unchanged in cases involving the ban to the full extent of refund
claims. As a rule, if a valid protest action is not received for consideration of the employment tax case, it is closed without issuing a statutory notice of deficit. However, examiners should contact IRM 4.23.22.8.6, there is no answer to the 30-day letter for more information when the proposed tax includes IRC 7436 questions. Cases of
limited interests — If the payer does not respond to a special letter within the permitted timeframe, the tax liability will be adjusted as proposed in the examination report. To learn more about limited interest assessment, see goal processing procedures in IRM 4.4.1 Introduction. The time spent by examiners to prepare an inconsistent
report and accompanying explanatory leading sheets is charged in the case for the time of direct examination (DET). The time spent by examiners on the letter's 30-day activities (including the preparation of a 30-day cover letter, protest reviews and subsequent letter) will be reported using the unsightly Code of Activity 646. Preparation of
the report (including explanatory letters of potential persons) is not reported in accordance with Code of Activity 646. When the 30-day activity begins, the case should be removed from the agent's inventory and stored in the manager's office. The case must be updated to Code 13 status on AIMS when a preliminary letter is sent to the
taxpayer from the group. If a previous email is sent from technical services, the case will be updated to State Code 22 AIMS Charter Table 4.1, at the group level, will include instances in status codes 9 through 18. The AIMS 4.0 table for technical services employees will include instances in Status Code 22. If further development is
required after the beginning of the previous letter of activity, the case will be returned to the examiner and restored during direct examination, status code 12. This section provides instructions for correcting reports that contain errors. Changes to reports are considered corrected reports when changes are made to reports issued by 30-day
letters or reports signed by the taxpayer. Reports reviewed in connection with additional information provided during the exam (up to a 30-day letter or agreement) must be stored in worksheets. If a closing letter (such as Letter 590 or Letter 987) has been sent to the taxpayer, it is necessary to follow the redo procedures before proposing
changes adverse to the taxpayer. See IRM 4.10.8.9, claims. Signed waiver and error in favor of the taxpayer - If an error was made in the calculation of the deficit, revaluation or fine shown on the previously executed report / refusal, that in favor of the taxpayer, a corrected report will be prepared. A copy must be provided to the taxpayer;
however, no signature on the new report/waiver is required. Note On the corrected report, refer to the taxpayer signature in the from (date) report. Signed waiver and error not in favor of the taxpayer - If the error is against the taxpayer (more tax or less reimbursement), the examiner has two alternatives. Prepare a corrected report and
snate a new opt-out. If the taxpayer does not agree to the corrected report, follow partially agreed procedures; or, the process case for the amount displayed on the original executed report/failure if it falls under the tolerance-level delegation order of SBSE 4.41 error message to errors. A group or error detection feature will prepare cpc
memo signed by the relevant delegated official. Place the note on top of the report in the case file. The corrected report should be prepared as follows: at the top of the corrected report write Fixed report. In another information or note section write: This report cuts out a dated report (date). The taxpayer's signature is only required in the
amended report if the change is in favour of the government, i.e. more tax or less reimbursement. If the taxpayer disagrees with the corrected report, the agreed procedures apply. Consider each year separately without netting tax periods. New waivers may need to be snuped, despite the fact that the net effect of the fixes may be in the
taxpayer's favour. The original report will be marked across the top: This report is determined by a report dated (date). Case files include both original and corrected reports. Note on form 3198 The report was sent. This section contains expertise issues that require calculations in the standard form. When adjustments are offered in any of
these areas, the appropriate form must be filled out and added to the exam report to clarify how the adjustment was determined. Use Form 1914 to calculate the allowable MACRS/ACRS/depreciation deduction access through RGS (or equivalent schedule) to calculate acceptable depreciation costs. Worksheets should be given to the
taxpayer in cases where passive damage, permitted damage and prohibited (suspended, portable) damage must be allocated between different passive activities so that activities can be properly reported in subsequent years. Any adjustments to the net operating loss deduction should be fully explained in the report. Customization form
4549 should be identified as nol carryback with the original year defined or NOL carryforward from the original year defined. Examiners should contact IRM 4.11.11, Net operating loss cases, when making adjustments to net operating losses. Examiners should be aware that net deductions for operating losses can lead to the jurisdiction of
the Joint Committee. In 2007, the 2007 Examiners also noted that net operating loss deductions typically require limited interest calculations. For examination procedures for these cases, see The report, which proposes adjustments to the net deduction for operating losses, should include all calculations required to fully explain the original
year and the amount of any net operating loss. Calculations will include changes required by IRC 172(d). Form 3621, net operating loss calculation - individuals and corporations, and estates and trusts, can be used for this calculation. Enterprise NOL and individual NOL tables can be found in the Special Programs section of the CSG
website. The report should contain the calculation of the net operating amount permissible in any year. Calculations will include changes to the loss required 172(b)(2). Form 3621-A calculating the net operating loss deduction for intervention years changes can be used for this calculation. IRC 6411 allows the taxpayer to apply for a refund
or loan on Form 1045 (for individuals) or Form 1139 (for corporations); adjustment of tax is not a claim. Examiners should be aware that tentative care is a special case of limited interest. The campus calculates and pays limited interest when processing an estimated refund. See IRM 4.10.8.15.3.4. The exam report, reflecting the estimated
rate of reimbursement or loan, is explained below. Set up net operating loss deduction (NOLD) — The report should display the correct NOLD amount. If NOLD is allowed in full, the entire NOLD will be shown as a setting. If NOLD is not allowed, the adjustment in the report will be zero. Taxable income, as shown in the report — Taxable
income on the declaration (or as previously adjusted) is the amount before the estimated assistance is processed. Report on the examination of the taxpayer, prepared according to the instructions in this section, and the report on the exam with the following marked in the upper field For consideration of cases only — Prepare this report
on the exam with the help of CSG (this guarantees the correctness of form 5344). Taxable income should reflect taxable income as previously adjusted by including a estimated return per transcript. Tax previously adjusted — Tax, as previously adjusted, must include any tax reduction allowed in the processing of estimated assistance.
The report should contain a schedule that shows the tax calculation as previously adjusted. Examples of report after tentative assistance - Facts: Corporation X submits its form 1992 1120 in a timely manner. Taxable income is $888,888 and tax is $302,222. In 1995, there was a net operating loss of $30,000. Form 1139 is filed on
30.04.96 and the corporation receives a refund of $10,200. 1992 and 1995 returns are being considered. Example 1: The exam leads unchanged until 1995. Therefore, NOLD was allowed in full in 1992. There is no change in tax because the corporation has already received a tentative refund. Exhibition 4.10.8-10. Example 2: Expertise
leads to additional revenue in 1995 from $17,000. This reduces NOLD to $13,000. There is a deficit in 1992 of $5,780 because the corporation received an estimated refund based on NOLD of $30,000. Exhibition 4.10.8-11. Example 3: Expertise leads to income in 1995 with $50,000. This excludes NOLD. There is a shortfall of $10,200
because the corporation received an estimated refund of $10,200. Exhibition 4.10.8-12. Interest is charged on the tax deficit under IRC 6601 over a period of time when the taxpayer has had the use of government money, or is paid for revaluation or overpayment under IRC 6611 for a time when the government has taxpayer money. In
most cases, the period of time or paid to the taxpayer starts from the date of return. Exam changes that follow this rule are called General Adjustments. Examples include cost adjustments, changes in income, an increase or decrease in current credit, and adjustments to losses/loans made from previous years. The term accrual of interest
is shorter or limited if there are certain deductions, loans or articles of income. Exam changes in these elements are called Limited Adjustments. Examples include net operating loss, capital loss or loan repayments from next year. In such cases, the lead is calculated from the end date of the original year of the return item. This is also
called a limited adjustment date. See IRM Exhibit 20.2.1-1, the Interest Limit Clause, which lists deductions, loans or articles of income and provisions of the Code that limit interest. Cases with limited interest adjustments are complex and require special processing. Inconsistent activities are sent to Contacts through technical services.
Agreed cases with certain reimbursements of more than $US2 million ($5 million for C corporations) are sent to the Joint Committee at LB&I. For more information on the Criteria of the Joint Committee, see IRM 4.36, Joint Committee Procedures. Agreed cases that do not meet the criteria of the Joint Committee are sent to technical
services if they require the provision of Form 2285, simultaneous identification of deficiencies. When you complete Section I of Form 2285 for lb&amp;I Coordinated Industry Case, SB/SE Technical Service, or Reviewer of LB&I Joint Committee must submit a copy of the form to the team coordinator for its inclusion in the historical case
files. If reviewers or CPC employees have any questions about computing for any form 2285, they should contact the examiner who prepared the report for clarification before sending it back to the group. Form 2285 is required when one or more of the following three criteria are present: both general adjustments and limited adjustments;
return adjustments from more than one tax period; or several limited interest calculations. In these cases requiring Form 2285, the examiner's report should clearly reflect the adjustments to noLs or loans' return or repayment. The Adjustments to Expertise report should reflect the original return year, i.e. NOL carryback from the YYYYMM
tax year. The CPC will use the completed form 2285 to calculate interest for tax years (s) in the exam report. For more instructions related to suspended interests, see <a0><a1></a1></a0>. In complex cases, with several limited adjustments, it is proposed that the examiner prepare a spreadsheet of the Joint Committee for the
appropriate periods(s). See IRM 4.36.3.6.5, Public Committee Tables. Agreed cases that do not comply with the jurisdictional amounts of the Joint Committee and do not require Form 2285 must be sent to the CPC in status 51. To assist the CPC in Limited interest adjustments, examiners should reflect the day off return year in the exam
report adjustment section and determine tax periods containing limited adjustments on Form 3198. By applying these rules, examiners must ignore any limited adjustment that represents tentative assistance filed under Form 1045 or Form 1139, which was adopted as filed. That's because when a tax is paid, the campus feature
automatically generates limited interest calculations. For all cases with limited interest, Form 4549 or other relevant form, with all defined adjustments must contain the following or similar statement in Other Information; This report implies limited interest. In such cases, some or all of the percentages are calculated from a date other than
the return period. To explain the calculation period, you must add an additional language, for example: The lead allocated to your nol carryback from 2014 is calculated from the end date of this return, 4/15/2015. According to IRC 6404(g) interest is suspended from MM/DD/YYYY to MM/DD/YYYY. Your estimated refund filed on form
(1045 or 1139) for YYYYMM has been (in whole or in part) prohibited. The interest associated with this adjustment is limited to the return period of the original year. For cases of limited interest that does not apply to changes to the tax liability, the statement should be added to the Other Information section of the report: Despite no
changes in tax liability, there may be interest payable or receivables as a result of this report. This is because one or more adjustments are a limited setting. The tax associated with this adjustment has an interest calculation date other than profitability. See IRM 4.10.8.3.3. The examiner must remove the taxpayer's contract in such cases.
Notate Form 3198 with Limited Lead applies to yr ___by checking the check box and completing an empty year. If you don't want form 2285, select the Check box under Accessibility features. If form 2285 is required, select the Forward to technical services check box. Step-by-step model of decision-making for consideration of cases with
limited interests can be viewed at the Exhibition 4.10.8-13. Taxpayer name or address changes require the examiner to complete Form 2363 master file entity changes as soon as a clear and concise notification is received. For more information about clear and short notifications and completing Form 2363, click the following article
number to view the article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base: Examiners must also complete Form 2363 when there is a permissible/agreed change in the status of the taxpayer's filing. The examiner must EEfax form 2363 PDA as soon as possible. See the PDA website for CCP EEfax exam numbers. For more information, see <a0><a1>
</a1></ IRM 4.4.11, AIMS/Processing, Entity Changes. 1.6013–1(a)(1) does not allow spouses to change from a joint return to return, if the refund expires (excluding any lengthening of time for the file) or the wife subsequently submits a separate refund. A separate return is a return to pronouncements. A separate refund submitted by the
executor — In certain circumstances, the spouses of the survivors may file a joint return for the year of death if the executor or administrator has not been assigned a certain time. IRC 6013(a)(3) and Treas. Reg. 1.6013–1(d)(3) &amp; (4). The executor or administrator of the deceased may disappoint with the joint return submitted to the
surviving spouses. See. IRC 6013(f)(4) and Treas. Reg. 1.6013–1(d)(5). Invalid joint elections — Sometimes, after the joint return is processed, it is determined that the joint elections are not valid, even if the return, in itself, is valid for the purposes of IRC 6011 and IRC 6012. Some reasons for the joint election may not be valid include:
taxpayers were not married, no refunds signed by both parties, the Refund was signed under duress (Treas. Reg. 1.6013–4(d)), the signature of one of the spouses was forged. A return that is not signed can be corrected by obtaining a valid signature by using letter 2348 of the declaration (2) letter. In addition, the refund may be seen as
signed by establishing both spouses intent on submitting a joint refund. See Federbush v. Commissioner, 34 T.C. 740, 757 (1960), aff'd on kuriam, 325 F.2d 1 (2d Cir. 1963). When closing a separate return of a person whose Social Security number is indicated by the first (primary taxpayer) for an invalid joint return, the following should
be taken: Prepare a report using the correct filing status and only income, deductions and primary taxpayer loans. Remove agreements from the taxpayer. Follow normal agreed/non-agreed procedures. Display only one name on form 5344. Prepare form 2363 to correct the string name to display only the primary taxpayer and correct the
status of the invoice view. Check the following transaction code field on form 2363:013 and 016, and then type the appropriate feed status code in the FSC field. For more information, see <a0><a1>< Select the check box for Form 2363 under Forms nested forms 3198. If the file does not already contain a separate return for the person
deleted from the shared return, the return should be snived (if a refund is required). This return must be closed together with a joint return with instructions to the PDA function to process the return as an outbound return. If a refund is required and not filed, replace the return procedures to make an assessment against the person whose
name was removed from the shared return . Spouses who originally filed declarations on a separate basis can find it to their advantage to use joint tax calculations. For changes from a separate to common return status, taxpayers may submit a joint refund or amended Form 1040X. For tax years beginning july 31, 1996 or after that 1996
(e.g. the year 1997), 1997), pay the tax shown on the joint return in full as a condition of choosing a common status. IRC 6020(a) authorizes the Secretary to prepare a refund for the taxpayer who is unable to make and file a refund if the taxpayer discloses all the information needed to prepare a refund. If the taxpayer signs a refund
prepared by the Secretary, a refund can be received as a refund to the taxpayer. If the taxpayer is unable to recover the funds or makes a false or fraudulent return, IRC 6020(b) authorizes the Secretary to make a refund of his/her own knowledge and from the information he may receive through testimony or otherwise. IRC 6065 requires
that the return be contained or confirmed by a written declaration that it is carried out under penalty for false information. The joint return of filing status under IRC 6013 (a) is based on spouses making elections and intending to file a joint refund. Accordingly, the Service cannot choose a common filing status on behalf of taxpayers in the
refund it prepares and signs under the IRC 6020(b) authority. See Millsap v. Commissioner, 91 T.C. 926 (1988), acq. as a result, 1991–2 C.B. 1 (the filing status used by the IRS in preparing a refund for IRC 6020(b) does not bind taxpayers in subsequent deficit proceedings). Form 870, signed by the couple, is not a refund under IRC
6020(a), and it is not an election to file a joint return under IRC 6013. This holding also refers to Form 1902, the Personal Persons Tax Audit Change Report (obsolete 1988) and Form 4549, the income tax examination changes report and any successor forms of these forms, as these documents are not intended to be returned and do not
contain yurat with penalties for false reservation. If married taxpayers fail to make a joint return, the examiner will have to close the case, not agreed using the status of filing documents, other than joint submission of documents. Typically, these taxpayers filing status will be married filing separately. Based on the facts and circumstances,
the examiner will have to determine whether a refund is needed for one or both taxpayers. 2005-59 2005-59. IRC 6013(b)(2)(A) requires taxpayers to make joint election returns within three years of the original date of payment of their tax return (excluding extension). IRC 6013(b)(2)(B) requires taxpayers to make joint election returns
before mailing a deficit notice for this year to any spouse if the wife submits a timely petition to the Tax Court regarding this year. IRC 6013(b)(2)(C) requires taxpayers to make joint election returns before a lawsuit is launched in any court to recover any part of the tax for such a taxable year. IRC 6013(b)(2)(D) requires taxpayers to make
joint election returns before the couple entered into a closing agreement in respect of such a taxable year, or before any civil or criminal case arising out against any spouse in relation to such a taxable year was compromised. If a modified return is received during the inspection, examiners will examine the modified return to determine
whether the tax is properly reported. The examination will be carried out as soon as possible upon receipt of the return and to the extent that it will be necessary. The amended refund received from the taxpayer during the exam, with or without a money transfer, will remain with the case files. Individual files must be configured for each
spouse, as each file will be closed under its own document locator number (DLN) As a rule, the main file will be the first SSN shown on the shared return, and the additional file will be the second SSN shown upon joint return. The main file will include the original or copy of the shared modified return. The initial separate return of the
primary and a copy of the individual secondary return should be attached. The additional file will include an additional separate return. You must add a copy of the first page of the shared modified return. Two reports will be prepared when individual returns are converted to a joint return. Main file — prepare a report starting with your
primary account and connect as adjustments to items that appear on an additional individual return. At the conclusion of the examination, the examiner will remove the agreement covering the proposed changes. If the deficit is not agreed, normal appeal procedures apply. Secondary file — prepare a second report to adjust all tax and
penalties previously assessed on the secondary account to zero. The primary and secondary files should be closed for PDA together as a single case file. Prepare form 5344 for each file and include the secondary taxpayer name in form 5344 for the primary file. Prepare form 3198, which will be transferred with the case files, and add the
following comments: Individual returns(s) converted to shared , Add secondary taxpayer to the main account , Specify any settlement tax payments to be transferred from the secondary account to the main account, and indicate whether the tax has been paid. The report, which includes adjustments to investment loans (including
renunciation of an investment loan), should include calculations showing the correct investment loan. IRC 46 defines loans that are considered investment loans. Form 3468, Investment Loan, can be used to display the calculation of a corrected investment loan. IRC 38 limits the amount of total business loans (including investment credit)
that can be used in any year. Form 3800, a common business loan, can be used to reflect the limitations of an investment loan when the taxpayer is entitled to more than one type of general business loan. The report should clearly indicate the amount and year of origin of any adjustments to investment credit funds or implementation. IRC
50(c) requires to repel all or part of the investment loan in case of early disposal of the property that gave rise to the loan. Form investment credit can be used to reflect tax calculations through investment loan. When an audit leads to a self-employment tax adjustment, the information is transmitted electronically to the Social Security
Administration through Form 5344. View IRM 4.4.29.2, Self-Employment Revenue Adjustment. Include the following information applied in Form 5344: (See IRM 4.4.29.2.1.1, Reference code Changes to income/self-employment tax): Reference number 878: net increase or decrease in primary taxpayer self-employment income.
Reference number 879: net increase or decrease in revenues from the self-employment of the secondary taxpayer. For the 1990 and subsequent tax years, enter a self-employment income adjustment multiplied by .9235. The net increase or decrease to the self-employment tax reference numbers is 889. Changes to both primary and
secondary self-employment tax should be combined for a single adjustment to reference number 889. The employer must improve the employee's stated pay, taking into account the tax rates of IRC 3101; for example, if the Social Security tax rate is 6.2%, and the Medicare tax rate is 1.45% for a total of 7.65%, the calculation uses .9235
(i.e. 1 − .0765). Separate changes need to be made for part of Social Security and Medicare part of the self-employment tax. The maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings to be taxed by Social Security over the period, see There are no limits on wages and self-employment earners subject to Medicare tax. If it
was discovered during an examination that tipping income was underpported by an employer employee, the FICA tax may have to be adjusted. See IRM 4.4.29.3, Group Income Adjustment Procedures tips, and IRM 4.23.10.18, the procedures for adjusting the tax on workers on income advice are not reported to the employer. When
expertise leads to employee adjustments to the FICA share tax, examiners must follow IRM 4.23.10.17, General procedures for adjusting employee share FICA/RRTA taxes, including additional Medicare tax (AdMT). An individual employing domestic workers reports annual tax payments on employment under Schedule H, household
employment taxes added to Form 1040, Form 1040-NR or Form 1040-SS. If an individual is not required to submit an income tax return (for example, since the income is below the amount required of an individual to submit) Schedule H may be filed by itself. Using Schedule H to report and collect these taxes does not change the nature of
the tax. Changes are tax changes in employment. Changes cannot be included in the income tax report. Changes must be made to the employment tax report (see (4) below). The changes are not subject to deficit procedures and should not be included in the deficit notice. No part of the tax on reported on schedule H is never available for
refund based on changes to the taxpayer's tax liability. For schedule H purposes, the employer: The taxpayer who applied for EIN that is required. For a joint return, only one taxpayer can be an employer, and it will be the wife who received the EIN. Adjustments to Schedule H require the preparation of Form 4667, exam changes - Federal
Unemployment Tax; Form 4668 Report on changes in employment tax expertise; 2504, Agreements on the assessment and collection of additional tax and acceptance of revaluation. Form 4668 adjustments must be made by the fourth quarter. After schedule H adjustments, Form 3198 must be connected to the activity file. The Other
Instruction section should be as follows: Schedule H adjustments to Form 4667, 4668, and 2504 are made for the primary or secondary taxpayer. For shared files, it is very important that the primary/secondary designation is made to allow the exact completion of form 5344. Like any other payroll-related employment tax changes,
corrected or incorrective W-2 must be secured as needed. See IRM 4.23.10.10.5 for more information. The engineer's report on the memorandum, Form 3213 , is used as a transmitting report for an engineer's report on cases not related to LB&I. Use the Problem Management System (IMS) to transmit lb&amp;I reports Cases. For more
information about the contents of the engineer's report, see <a0><a1></a1>< Form 4665 will note that the engineer was involved in the case and whether the engineer's findings are accepted. When accepted, the engineer's findings will be included in the examiner's report. Working data related to the engineering report on SB/SE cases
must be placed in the case files. The international examiner's report, Form 3963, is used as a transmitting report by the International Examiner for SB/SE and LB&I. Form 3963 provides administrative information, compliance verification information, reviewed but not modified, and Form 886–A, etc. For more information on preparing Form
3963, see <a0><a1> Prepare Form 3963 </a1><a2> Form 4665 will be noted international was involved in the case, and whether the international examiner's findings are accepted. If acceptable, an explanation of the international subjects examiner will be included in the examiner's report. Work experts related to the International
Examiner's report should be placed in the case files. IRC 6404(g) suspends interest unless, as a result of expertise, the IRS does not provide individual taxpayers with adequate notice of liability and grounds for liability. The IRS has 36 months (or 18 months in some cases) from the date of return or refund of the submitted date (regarding
extensions), at any later to notify the taxpayer of additional liability without suspending interest. For more information about the notification period, the period of suspension of interests, and the effect of modified profitability, see <a0><a1> Pause interests </a1><a2></a2></a0> Message provided within the the term prevents the suspension
of interest if the notice adequately indicates the amount of the obligation and the basis for liability. Note IRM 20.2.7.8.5, IRC 6404(g) To obtain the appropriate message requirements and effect multiple messages. In section IRM 4.31.6.3.6.3, IRC Section 6404(g), Interest suspension and some penalties, notification requirements for
individual investors of the passing organization. IRC notice date 6404(g) must be marked on a copy of the message stored in the case files. When suspended 6404(g), the examiner must include an application under Other exam report information using a language similar to the following: If there is one IRC notice date of 6404(g), include
the following - IRC 6404(g) applies, and a notice has been provided on (date). If there are multiple IRC 6404(g) notice dates as defined by IRM 20.2.7.8.5.1, multiple IRC 6404(g) messages, each notice date and part of the liability relating to each date of notification will be recorded in the Other Information section of the exam report and
must contain the following language -IRC 6404(g) applied, and there are XX different notice dates. The first notice was provided on (date) for $(amount of liability); the second message was provided on (date) etc. In each individual case, with the adjustment of liability, examiners must specify on page 2 of Form 3198, IRC 6404(g) not
applicable or enter a notice date (s) and the appropriate amount of liability. If there is more than one IRC 6404 (g) notice date, note form 3198 that has limited interest applied through IRC 6404(g) and see the Other Information section of the examination report. For more information, see IRM 20.2.7, Abatement, and Debit Interest
Suspension. There are usually two types of changes that can be made as a result of transactions related to an individual retirement agreement (IRA) or a qualified retirement plan during the exam: income and tax adjustments resulting from non-compliance with IRA rules. Income adjustments: Income adjustments, such as taxpayer
deductions for IRA contributions or inclusion of premature distributions in income, will be reflected on the income adjustment line on Form 4549. Taxes resulting from non-compliance with IRA rules: taxes such as IRC 72(t), early distribution tax and IRC 4973, IRC 4974 and IRC 4980A, taxes on excess contributions, accumulations and
distributions are displayed on line Plus other taxes form 4549 as an addition to the amended tax liability. The tax type will be defined in the Other Information section. A potential lead sheet must be attached to reflect the tax calculation. In cases of joint return, spouses to which the tax applies must be identified on leading sheets. If this
applies to both spouses, the amount of tax applicable to each spouse will be identified. These taxes are usually in form 5329, Additional taxes on qualified (including the IRA) and other tax-backed accounts. IRM 21.6.5.4.2, Individual Retirement Agreement (IRA) taxes, listed taxes that can be assessed on the IRA and qualified retirement
plans if the taxpayer does not comply with the rules governing the IRA. It should be noted whether the tax is a tax or excise tax, as it will affect the preparation of reports and the statute of limitations. If an agreement is prepared to extend the statute of limitations and excise tax may be assessed in connection with the IRA, fill in the line of
type of tax on the consent form, inserting Revenue and Section 43 (excise) tax. The excise tax statute must also be extended in addition to the income tax statute if there is a possibility that excise tax can be assessed. Individual Forms 3244-A, payment posting voucher, must be prepared for each type of tax, taxpayer, and tax period.
Therefore, individual forms 3244-A must be completed if the down payment is received on a deficit that: Includes both income and excise tax, or related to both spouses on joint return for the IRA/qualified pension adjustment plan. The MFT block will be marked by MFT 29, and the Note block noted IRA-MFT 29 if the tax is an excise tax.
One check can be accepted for payments that relate to both income and excise tax. Separate forms 5344 are required for processing: adjustment of each person's IRA/qualified pension plan plan and income tax adjustment. If joint returns are under review and IRAs/qualified spouse retirement plans are adjusted in addition to other income
tax adjustments, three 5,344 forms will be required - one for income tax adjustments and one for each spouse's IRA adjustment. Entries in form 5344 for the IRA/qualified retirement adjustment plan are usually the same as for income tax adjustments, except that records are not required in paragraphs 18-40. For instructions on how to fill
out records on Form 5344, contact IRM 4.4.14, Individual Retirement Account (IRA), Education Savings Accounts, and Medical Savings Account Adjustments. Case files containing adjustments to the IRA/qualified pension plan plan will be determined in Form 3198 by checking the Other Instructions block, followed by IRA Adjustment, tax
type (i.e. 6%, 50% etc.), tax amount relating to each type of tax and identifying the SSN account adjusted. Each taxpayer is obliged by law and regulations to keep records with sufficient detail to prepare a proper return. This may require maintaining such permanent accounting books and records sufficient to establish the amounts of gross
income, deductions, loans or other issues that will be shown on the taxpayer's return. 1.6001–1. Taxpayers who maintain automated accounting can conclude with the director of the region about how records are saved. This agreement limits stored records for those specifically defined as necessary to perform audit procedures.
Procedures. Records Notice taxpayers on notice that their accounting practices are inadequate and must be improved in accordance with the requirements of the law. Issuance of the Notice of Improper Records may lead to further examination and is a tool to ensure that the taxpayer adheres to the legal requirements for accounting and
proper reporting of tax liabilities. Determining that the taxpayer does not maintain adequate books and records, or has not complied with the record preservation agreement, is a matter of judgment and should be based on the facts of a separate case. Factors to consider, include, but are not limited to: An alternative or indirect method has
been used to establish amounts of gross income, deductions, loans or other matters shown on taxpayer returns because taxpayer records were insufficient, Previous history and present degree of non-compliance, Testimony of willful intentions or evidence of refusal to keep adequate books and records, the likelihood that inadequacy in
accounting will result in a significant underestimation of tax liabilities or other evidence of government harm. The next section discusses examination procedures to address inadequate record issues. All the while to develop inadequate records, question examiners must be charged to the case. Examiners should avoid criticising the work of



taxpayer employees, accountants or solicitors in a way that suggests wrongdoing or negligence. Examiners should focus on explaining how inadequate the taxpayer's books and records are and what steps need to be taken to bring them into line with current statutes. Examiners must document: the nature of the inadequacy of taxpayer
records, the Examiner/Group Leader discussions and the Basics for a conclusion. If the examiner determines that the taxpayer has not substantially complied with the law and regulations regarding the conduct of adequate books and records or record preservation agreements, the examiner should discuss inadequacy with the group
leader to determine whether an inadequate record notice should be issued. If the case contains a record retention agreement, you must contact a computer audit specialist. Typically, Letter 979, Inadequate Write Notice, requesting further corrective action from the taxpayer within 6 months, will be used to notify the taxpayer. If the taxpayer
is within the classification of racketeers, engaged in unlawful activity or worthily disregards the law, the examiner will prepare Form 2807, the Agreement on maintaining adequate accounting books and records, and Letter 978, notice of improper records, which includes a description of the exact records required and penalties for not
keeping records. The assigned contact identified in Letter 978 or Letter 979 must be an individual in the PSP responsible for monitoring future taxpayer compliance. Form 2807 or Nov 979 should contain The date when the taxpayer was verbally notified that the records were inadequate or not in compliance with the record retention
agreement, the tax rivers considered, a clear and concise statement indicating how the taxpayer's records were inadequate or not in compliance with the records retention agreement. Form 2807 must specify the books and records to be maintained. Form 2807 and Letter 978 (or Letter 979) are approved and signed by the group leader.
Inadequate record notices must be served personally by examiners or sent by certified mail. The examiner will complete the service record on Letter 978 and Letter 979 during delivery or before he is sent certified mail. The service record must also be completed on all saved copies. In the case of a certified mail, the return receipt will
make a record of the service and will be attached to a copy of Letter 978 or Letter 979 stored in the case files. If Form 2807 is mailed, letter 978 must be held 15 days to give the taxpayer the opportunity to complete Form 2807. Section 3201(d) of RRA 98 requires that, when it is clear, any message related to the joint return be sent
separately to each person submitting a joint refund. Congress believed that sending individual messages would cause the mail to be forwarded to the couple who moved in. For detailed procedures, see <a0><a1></a1></ When the message is addressed to the corporation, it must be delivered to the employee authorized to sign the tax
returns, and preferably to the employee who signed the return under examination. In the event of a partnership, the message will be addressed to all partners and will show the name in which the partnership does business. The original notice will be delivered to the partner who signed the refund or, if that is not possible, to a partner who is
actively involved in the business. A copy of the message, including a personal service record or mailing receipt, will be sent by registered or certified mail to all other partners. Receipts from these mailings will be associated with a copy of the message stored in the activity file. Income agents must deliver letter 979 or letter 978 and Form
2807, at the closing conference if possible. Otherwise, send certified mail. In cases where Form 2807 is required, the taxpayer will be given the opportunity to fulfill the contract by specifying the books and records to be maintained. Tax compliance/tax auditors must provide the taxpayer with letter 979 or letter 978 and Form 2807 at the
next appointment. Otherwise, send certified mail. In cases where Form 2807 is required, the taxpayer will be given the opportunity to fulfill the contract by specifying the books and records to be maintained. In joint investigations, the criminal investigator will determine the appropriate time to inform the taxpayer about the inadequacy of the
records and the issuance of a letter of notification. Criminal is also responsible for providing a Notice of Improper Records. Letter 978 and Letter 979 serve as a notice to taxpayers that their records are inadequate and the implementation of Form 2807 is not necessary to close the case. Regardless of whether the taxpayer signed Form
2807 will be listed in Letter 978. If the taxpayer fails to comply with Form 2807 and the case is not agreed, the taxpayer will be informed of the further opportunity to discuss the matter at the Conference of Appeal. The appeal conference is not given to taxpayers who agree to the proposed adjustments but do not comply with Form 2807.
Examiners will prepare a detailed form 5346, following the instructions on the back panel of the form. The Other section should state that the package is documentation for reporting inadequate records. The package must include: copies of the relevant workpapers, a copy of the audit report, a copy of letter 978 or letter 979, the original
form 2807, if possible. A copy of completed form 5346 must be included in working documents with other question documentation. The original 5346 form and documentation should be suspense psp for tension and follow-up. Further examinations will be carried out when necessary. These examinations should be started with sufficient
time to complete within established audit cycles. The case files should document the consideration of an inadequate record-keeping issue and indicate whether the taxpayer has corrected inadequacy in the practice of accounting. If the examiner concludes that the taxpayer significantly complies with the requirements to keep an adequate
record, information about improper notification of the record should be included in the case files when the examination is closed. If the examiner concludes that the taxpayer does not substantially comply with the requirements to keep an adequate record, the consideration of additional enforcement measures, such as allegations of
penalties, is guaranteed. In addition to preparing all necessary reports to document the results of the audit and organize the content of cases, examiners have other critical requirements to close the case. Filling out form 5344 is required before the activity is closed. The use of Form 5344 in CSG is required. Mandatory records for
examiners are set out in IRM 4.4.12, considered closures, claims surveyed and partial assessments. Because case assessment is the responsibility of the group leader (but a record in this area is required for an agent to forward a case), examiners must enter their own class unless instructed to enter another class by their group leader.
Group leaders are also required to review this record on form 5344 before the case closes to ensure accuracy. EOAD was designed to provide data that would track expertise adjustments by release. This data will be used to enhance the ability to identify specific areas of non-compliance based on the results of the examination and to
track the effectiveness of the Exams. Capture Capture data are mandatory for all exams of individual, corporate, S corporations and return partnerships. EOAD data should be entered for all issues considered, both adjusted and non-adjusted elements. Data collection for EOAD must be done immediately before the case is closed (after
the completion of the examination report and automated 5344). For detailed instructions, see IRM 4.10.16, Database Operational Automation Expertise (EOAD). Since March 1, 2006, the CPC has established uniform recommendations on the color of the file folder. Expertise teams must use the following file folder colors when closing
cases to handle cases: Red is a statute case that expires within 180 days. Yellow – HQ approved only use. The purpose of the use will change periodically as temporary guidance is issued and posted on the Orange Interim Management website - IRS Audit of Lavender employees - NRP Form 1040 Plum - NRP Form 1120S Light Blue -
Claims (this includes an innocent spouse; injured spouse; and any other type of claim). The type of claim must be marked on Form 3198. CSG is intended for use by expertise or other users who select, review, monitor, process or track revenue taxation cases. The system improves workflow performance by automating numerous
measures such as tax calculations, penalty calculations, interest calculations, case file documentation, time reporting, IDRS interface, work documents preparation, charter date protection (normal and TEFRA), letter preparation, inventory control, management report preparation, case retrieval (both open and closed), issue tracking, and
many other features. For more instructions, see <a0><a1></a Advantages realized from the use of CSG: Accurate and consistent tax and interest calculations and recalculation, Calculate the regulatory adjustments provided by the report, Timely reports that can be provided to taxpayers immediately or after management approval,
Preparation and verification of Form 5344, Sequential formatting, identification and organization of work documents, passive data flow to correspondence and forms, and passive data collection with related conversion and deployment programs such as EO. In order to close the case with CSG, the CSG group codes must be introduced.
CSG group codes can be found in the Excel employee group code file® the AIMS/ERCS website. CSG provides standard explanations automatically for legislative adjustments. In addition, CSG provides nationally approved Standard Explanations and the user has the ability to customize standard paragraphs. The number of individual
standard explanations should be limited because national standard clarifications have been approved by the chief counsel. IRM 25.2.2, Whistleblower Awards and IRM 25.2.1, General Operating for working whistleblower claims, provide recommendations for obtaining, evaluating and processing whistleblowers' claims for remuneration.
These IRMs should be consulted for correct correct informative claims. See IRM 4.11.57.4.3.6, Confidential Whistleblowers, for third-party contact rules that apply to informants. For more information about contacting informants, see <a0><a1> Contact informants </a1><a2></a2></a0 Often informants may need to reconnect in order to
develop cases. Before contacting the informant again, examiners are advised to consult with their group leader. When an examination involves an informant's claim, AIMS N Freeze must be used to ensure that the results are reported to informative claims experts (ICE). Information on the whistleblower's claim for remuneration: IRC 7623-
Expenses for the detection of underpayments and fraud, etc.; Treas. Reg. 301.7623-1 - Reward for information, related to violations of internal income laws, IRM 1.2.1.5.15 - Policy Statement 4-36 - Identity of other whistleblowers of the state agency must be protected, IRM 1.2.1.5.12 - Policy Statement 4-27 (formerly P-4-86) - Rewards,
determined by the cost of information that is furnished and calculated and paid remuneration, IRM 1.2.2.10.10 - Order of delegation 9-10 (formerly DO-16.16 - Permission to approve confidential expenses, IRM 1.2.2.14.7 - Delegation Order 25–7 (Ed. 3) - Authority to make decisions in accordance with IRC 7623 , IRM 1.2.2.14.12 -
Delegation Order 25–12 (Ed. 1) - Third Party Contact or Representative Resolve, IRM 25.2.1 - General Operations Division Guidance for Whistleblower Claims, IRM 25.2.2 - Whistleblower Awards, IRM 4.11.57 - Third Party Contacts, IRM 25.27.1 - Third Party Contact Program, RRA'98 Section 3503 - Disclosure of examination selection
criteria, whistleblower notices are confidential. The presence of informant communication should not be disclosed to the taxpayer. All claims, reports and informant information are transferred from office to post in double sealed confidential envelopes marked Be opened only by the addressee and stored in locked file cabinets. The
informant's name should not be used in the examiner's report, work data, or form 4665. It is necessary to make every effort to exclude from the working prompts any reference to the fact that the informant is involved in the case. Remove all information relating to the informant or informant from the case files before the case files are
withdrawn from the office for examination. The taxpayer may ask about why his return was selected for examination. Pub 1 has been revised and includes a statement describing the criteria and general procedures for selecting taxpayers for examination. The service is not obliged to disclose the grounds for selecting a particular taxpayer
for examination. Typically, it is the Service's practice to respond if the source of the expertise is accidental, the DIF is generated (without explaining the counting process), or if generated from a public source (e.g. a public media report). However, if examination is an informant, the Service is not obliged, and it would not be appropriate to
disclose the informant exists. The examiner and his team leader should consult on the disclosure when asked to provide a response to return selection for informative communication cases. See the Office Contacts with Disclosure webpage. If the assigned return contains Form 211, the application for the award of the original information
and/or form 3949, the referral information report, determine if the return should be accepted as filed. A refund can be interviewed. Normal 1900 examination procedures should be followed. Form 11369, the Confidential Assessment Report on a referral claim, must be filled out in all cases that contain Form 211 of the claim. This applies to
cases closed by the survey. See IRM 25.2.1.5.5.2, Form 11369 for the claims surveyed. Seal all information regarding the whistleblower's claim and all forms mentioned above in a confidential envelope. Remove all references to Form 211 claims from the case files. Note on Form 3198 Whistleblower Reward Claim, Route to __ Campus,
Attn: Informative Claims Examiner (ICE). According to the conclusion of the examination, the examiner must prepare two files: the full case file for regular processing through the CPC, as well as a partial file to be diverted to the campus/compliance center to handle the whistleblower's claim of a claim by the Examiner (ICE). The
remuneration claim file must contain the following documentation: Form 11369; Copies of all returns considered, return substitutes prepared during the exam and/or secured refunds prepared by the taxpayer; A copy of the examination report; The Special Agent Assessment Report (if any) is attached to Form 3949; Copies of activity
records; Copies of form 4318; Any other information that may assist PE In processing a reward claim. The memorandum on the remuneration claim, together with the whole case files, must be approved by the head of the group. All of the above items will be included in a confidential envelope marked ICE Copy and included in the case
files when closing the case. Annotation form 3198 with the following instructions: The case of the whistleblower's claim. The designated area reviewer (currently a PSP function) will review form 11369 to determine the reward and sign form 11369 in addition to PSP Manager. A rewards claim file will then be sent to the ICE campus, which
will release an N freeze. All informants claim the cases have an N freeze on the case and cannot be closed from the area until the N freeze has been removed. This section provides procedures for deceased taxpayers. Deceased taxpayer procedures should be followed when the taxpayer has died, whether the death occurred before or
after filing a refund. Certificates for deceased taxpayers: IRM 4.4.3.7, Refund to other taxpayers, IRM 4.10.9.8, documentation, Pub 3920, Tax relief for victims of terrorist attacks. If a fidutiary relationship exists, there is a must contain probate letters and Form 56, Notices of Fiditsiary Relationships, which must be attached to the return. If
an indentation exists, reports and correspondence must include the name of the current administrator or other proper delegate. Correspondence and reports will also be sent to the fiddium. After legal evidence of death is obtained, reports of correspondence and examination should be considered as follows. For joint returns: For
one/separate refund: Joint return agreements - must be signed by the surviving spouse and executor or administrator of the deceased taxpayer's estate. If no performer has been appointed, the surviving spouse signs himself and for the deceased (for example, John Doe, the deceased, Mary Doe, the surviving spouse.) If both taxpayers
die, the executor on each property must sign a contract. If the surviving spouse does not receive all assets or sufficient assets to cover the tax liability, he cannot sign as a surviving spouse, and correspondence must be sent to the last known address of the deceased and to the surviving spouse at his current address. If the surviving man
has received all the assets of the decadent and the estate is closed, Form 2045, The Transferee Agreement and Form 870 with a special language must be sought out. See IRM 4.11.52, Transfer Liability Cases. Contact IRM 25.6.22.6.1.4 Decedents when preparing consent for indentation. If the deceased is dead and no appointees
executor or administrator is appointed, no one can sign consent for the deceased or property extending the income tax assessment period. Similarly, consent cannot be met after the executor or administrator has been discharged. 83–41, 1983–1 C.B. 349.B, explained and ampled reverend Ruhl. The heir responsible for IRC 6901 as a
transfer can sign the consent of his own responsibility. The surviving spouse usually does not have the authority to sign consent on behalf of the deceased spouse. Estates are generally considered successors representing interests for apostates under state law, and as a successor decedent in the interests, the executor or administrator
of the property is the proper party to comply with the consent. If necessary, a notice of deficiency must be issued by law. When a refund is to be issued to someone else in whose name the tax is paid, documentary evidence must be provided to allow a refund. This includes (but is not limited to) deceased taxpayers, trustees, estates,
guardians, minors, dissolved corporations, reorganisations and bankruptcy cases. See IRM 4.4.3.7, Refunds to other taxpayers and its next sections for guidance in determining what evidence is needed. In addition, Form 1310, the Application of a person claiming a refund in connection with the deceased taxpayer shall be secured if
recommended upon joint return and have died since returning. IRC 692(d) provides relief for federal income tax liabilities for the deceased in some terror attacks. IRC 692(d) refers to victims: Oklahoma City Attack - For 1994 and later before and including the year of death. September 11 attack - 2000 and later. Attacks on ulcers - for
2,000 and later individuals. Any astronaut whose death occurs on duty after 31.12.12.02. See IRM 21.7.4.4.1.13, Victims of Terrorism Tax Relief Act of 2001 - Tax Forgiveness, for more information. The minimum allowance is $10,000 for IRC 692 (d)(2). The 2003 law did not change the minimum benefit. If the total tax forgiven for all
relevant years is less than the minimum difference, it is treated as a tax paid for the last tax year of the dedent, and will be refunded just as if the amount had actually been paid. IRC 692(d)(3) provides that revenues are not subject to terrorist assistance provisions. For example, deferred compensation that would have been paid if the
death had occurred because of an event other than the attacks. For more information. B see Proof of death - death certificate or form 1300, the Victims Report issued by the Department of Defense. Form 1310, unless applicable any of the following applies: The survivors of the wife submits the original or amended returns from decedent,
or the personal representative filing of the original Form 1040 or Form 1040NR for indentation and a court certificate showing the appointment is attached to the return. Note form 3198 that the case involves an indentation and any name or address change. To write non-TEFRA reports, refer to: IRM 4.31.5, Investor Level Charter
Management (ILSC) Expertise - Office Non-TEFRA Field Procedures, Statutes and Penalties, Work Allowance located at To write the TEFRA report, see: IRM 4.31.2, TEFRA Expertise - Field Procedures Office TEFRA Website at Please click here to describe the image text. Please click here for a text description of the image. Please click
here for a text description of the image. Please click here for a text description of the image. Please click here for a text description of the image. Please click here for a text description of the image. Please click here for a text description of the image. Please click here for a text description of the image. More Internal Income Guide
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